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Preface

The study describedhereinwas performed as an independent assessment of the coastal

physicalprocessesoccurringalongBrevard County, Florida.The study was conducted for the

United StatesDepartment of Justice,Environment and Natural Resources Division,in its

involvementwith thelawsuitApplegateetal.v theUnited Statesof America. The subjectmatter

focuseson thetwo testplaintiffsinthelawsuit.

The studywas conducted by Dr.Nicholas C. Kraus of the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways

Experiment Station(WES), Coastaland HydraulicsLaboratory,Dr.Mark R. Byrnes of Applied

CoastalResearch and Engineering,Inc.,Mashpee, Massachusetts,and Ms. Anne-Lise Lindquist,

CoastalConsultant,San Diego, California.At theinceptionof theproject,Dr. Kraus was a staff

member atTexas A&M University-CorpusChristi,Corpus Christl,Texas,and Dr. Byrnes was a

staffmember at the Center for Coastal studies,Louisiana stateIJniversity,)3aton Rouge,

Louisiana.

At the time of publication of this report, COL Robin R. ~ababa, EN, was Acting Director of

WES.
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Summarv

More than 300 plaintiffs owning property along the Atlantic Ocean coast of Brevard County,

Florida, are suing the United States for the alleged taking of their property through beach and

dune erosion attributed to construction, operation, and maintenance of Canaveral Harbor. This

Harbor was constructed from 1950 to 1954 on an uninterrupted segment of barrier beach. In this

report, coastal-sediment processes along the coast are identified and analyzed, with emphasis on

quantifying shoreline change, bathymetric change, and storm-induced beach change. Analysis is

focused on two property owners, Don and Gale Applegate, and Nero and Company, Inc., who

were the test plaintiffs selected by the Court. The Applegates purchased their property on

August 12, 1981, and still own it. Nero purchased on September 8, 1986,1 and sold on

September 11, 1996. In this report, estimates of beach and dune erosion, if any, were calculated

from time of purchase to December 8, 1997 (representing the present), for Applegate, and from

time of purchase to September 11, 1996 (the sale date), for Nero. Appendices contain detailed

technical material to supplement discussion and findings contained in the main body of this

report.

Long-term, regional beach change was evaluated by analysis of survey data on shoreline

position, bathymetry, and beach profiles taken through time. Data sets accessed originated from

the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP), the National Ocean Service, and

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and were supplemented with specific data

collection performed for this study. The analysis was conducted within a Geographic

Information System framework that included estimation of errors in the data and analysis

procedures. Erosion of the beaches and dune;, principally attributed to storm impacts, was

estimated at the properties of the two test plaintiffs by compiling storm data and calculating

beach and dune change with a numerical model.

Conclusions of this study are as follows:

1. The sand2 placed on Brevard County’s beaches by the USACE in 1974/75 extended the

shoreline seaward of the 1948 (pre-Harbor) shoreline position and seaward of the September

1972 (pre-fill) shoreline position. The 1974/75 beach fill more than compensated for beach

erosion that had occurred since the Harbor was constructed. The erosion-impact zone

induced by the Harbor that was present on the (natural) beach prior to beach-fill placement

1
These plaintiffs claim the purchase occurred in September 1983, but a copy of the deed indicates that Noreen and

K. Edward Jaynes, General Partners of Nero and Company, purchased the Nero property on September 8, 1986, and then
sold the property to Sandra Daniels on September 11, 1996.
2

This sand was placed as part of disposal operations during deepening of the Canaveral Harbor entrance channel and
construction of the Trident turning basin and access channel. Although technically not considered a beach fill, because
authorization of the project and the primary objective concerned navigation and disposal of dredged sediments, hereafler
the material will be referred to as beach fill or fill for convenience and simplicity of discussion.
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was determined to have extended approximately 7,000 ft south of the south jetty. The fill

was placed on the beach from the Harbor’s south jetty and extended south approximately

10,500 ft. The fill compensated for preexisting erosion over the distance of 7,000 i?, as well

as nourished previously accreting areas that are located beyond 7,000 fi south of Canaveral

Harbor.

2. The beach in the 7,000-ft erosion-impact zone covered by the fill has experienced erosion

since 1974/75. The volume of sand placed on the beaches south of the Harbor in 1974/75,

and subsequent smaller fills and nearshore placements in the 1990s, has been effective at

maintaining the shoreline seaward of its September 1972 pre-fill position. Nearly all impacts

(beach erosion and shoreline recession) caused by the Harbor relative to pre-fill conditions,

have been mitigated by placement of sand just south of the entrance channel.

3. Erosion that developed since the US ACE beach fill in 1974/75 extends approximately

17,000 il south of Canaveral Harbor, an increase of about 10,000 ft relative to the southern

terminus of the erosion-impact zone that had occurred along the pre-fill (natural) beach. The

increased distance of erosion is attributed to adjustments in the beach fill resulting from

geometric differences (equilibration of beach slope and spreading loss associated with beach

fills) and, possibly, grain-size differences between the natural beach and the engineered

beach.

4. Sand-bypassing rates were determined through analysis of long-term sediment transport

processes by comparing pre- and post-Harbor bathymetric surveys. Sand bypassing can

mitigate or eliminate downchifl beach erosion caused by Canaveral Harbor. Net Iongshore

transport rates were calculated for the vicinity of-the Harbor. The volume of sand deposited

along the beach north of the Harbor prior to its construction was subtracted horn the volume

of sand that accumulated in the entrance channel and deposited north of the Harbor after its

construction, yielding an estimated sand-bypassing rate.

Based on analysis of bathymetric data spanning 65 years, the net sand transport rate near the

north jetty was calculated as 308,000 cubic yards per year (c y/year). The associated sand-

bypassing rate was calculated as 155,000 cy/year (taking into account the natural sand-

deposition rate prior to Harbor construction). Between 1972 and 1997, the USACE placed

about 4.0 million cy (Mcy) of sand on the beaches within 17,000 ft south of Canaveral

Harbor, and the shoreline to at least 42,000 ft south of the Harbor experienced net advance.

Therefore, the calculated volume of sand bypassing (155,000 cy/year x 25 years= 3.9 Mcy)

nearly balances the sediment added to the beach by the USACE between 1972 and 1997.

Summary v



5. The conclusions listed below are based upon analysis of FDEP and USACE beach-profile

data available at locations adjacent to the properties of the two test plaintiffs, supplemented

by numerical modeling of storm-induced beach erosion. Main conclusions are as follows:

a. Applegate Property. From August 12, 1981 (time of purchase), to December 8, 1997

(representing the present), the beach eroded and the shoreline receded. At least 95% of

sand eroded from the beach fronting the Applegate property was removed from material

placed during the 1974/75 USACE beach fill. The natural beach adjacent to the property

prior to fill placement just recently began to erode (as shown on the December 8, 1997,

beach profile at R-7). From August 12, 1981, to December 8, 1997, the mean high water

(MHW) shoreline receded 216+7 I?, and the beach eroded 8,500 cy, as determined from

beach-profile surveys. These values can be compared with calculation results from

storm-induced beach erosion modeling of the cumulative impacts of three of several

storms that occurred within this time period. The modeling calculations gave

approximately 70 ft of recession and a volume loss attributable to storms of (at least)

3,600 cy. Numerical calculations of storm-induced beach change indicate that at least

42+210/0 of the net erosion that has occurred since the time of purchase can be

associated with the removal of sand from the beach by severe storms.

b. Nero Property. From September 8, 1986 (time of purchase), to September 11, 1996

(representing the time of sale), the MHW shoreline receded 9 *7 ft, and 80 cy of material

were eroded from the beach fronting the Nero property. These small changes are within

variability associated with seasonal beach change and probably do not reflect a trend.

Numerical calculations of storm-inducecl beach erosion at the Nero property indicate that

all net change in sand volume on the upper beach and the dune face was caused by

storms. Storms are deduced to be the dominant force producing beach and dune change

at the Nero property and not blockage of longshore sand transport by Canaveral Harbor.

vi Summary
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1. Introduction

On December 4, 1992, more than 300 plaintiffs owning properties along approximately

33 miles of shoreline in Brevard County, Florida, filed a lawsuit against the Unites States

Government claiming in excess of $100 million in damages allegedly arising from beach

erosion.~ Plaintiffs attribute the erosion to the construction, operation, and maintenance of

Canaveral Harbor. Specifically, plaintiffs claim that the Government has physically taken their

property above mean high water (MHW) (Tidal datums and associated terminology are discussed

in Chapter 2). Plaintiffs claim 13.6 million cubic yards (Mcy) of erosion over a total of

6.45 miles of private property, along approximately 33 miles of shoreline, is attributed solely to

the Harbor, constructed over the period 1950 to 1954. Inland and back-bay construction

commenced in June 1950. However, it was not until October 1951 that the entrance was cut

through the Barrier Island and began interacting with the existing coastal processes. Therefore,

in this report we will refer to Harbor construction from (October) 1951 to 1954. Most of the

material, 11.9 Mcy, is claimed to have been lost between the south jetty of Canaveral Harbor and

Patrick Air Force Base (AFB). This report’ presents an analysis of coastal processes and beach

response to the Harbor along the site of the plaintiffs’ properties and determines responsibility of

the United States for alleged erosion at the properties of the two test plaintiffs.

1.1. Report Overview

Chapter 1 contains a general introduction and background to the lawsuit and provides a

summary of the hypotheses and conclusions for this study. Chapter 2 describes the study site,

relevant coastal processes, and pertinent regulatory issues. Chapter 3 is an assessment describing

key data sources, analysis, results, and interpretation of regional shoreline movement, beach and

offshore volume change, and storm-induced beach and dune erosion along the coast of Brevard

County. Chapter 4 focuses on calculation of MHW shoreline-position change and beach volume

change at the properties of the two test plaintiffs, Applegate and Nero. Calculation and

interpretation of changes at the properties of the two test plaintiffs are a central objective of this

study. Chapter 5 summarizes the analyses and presents conclusions.

The appendices contain detailed documentation and background information developed in

this study. Appendix A lists the references cited in this report. Appendix B contains the Joint

Protocol developed by the defense Expert-Witness Team and the plaintiff Expert-Witness Team

3

Plaintiffs claimed they were entitled to damages back to 1951 (Harbor construction) that occurred to property prior to their
ownership, This claim represents the bulk of the erosion losses, Plaintiffs claimed 8.8 Mcy of sand loss prior to ownership.
After ownership, plaintiffs claimed a loss of 4.8 Mcy of sand from the beaches. By order dated March 9, 1996, the court
ruled that all claims were to be calculated for period of ownership only.
4

In parallel with and subsequent to preparation of this report, USACE beach-profile survey data and other materials were
identified and compiled. These data are contained in Appendix F.
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for determining losses at properties. Appendix C contains a compilation of major storms that

have impacted the coast of Brevard County. Photographic documentation of the present and past

condition of the beach is contained in Appendix D. Appendix E contains plots of time series of

water level, wave height, and wave period for three storms selected to examine storm-induced

beach erosion at the properties of the two test plaintiffs. Appendix E also lists the extreme water

levels at Femandina, Florida, and Mayport, Florida. Appendix F documents the background of

the Federal navigation project at Canaveral Harbor and the Federal shore-protection project for

Brevard County, Florida.

1.2. Plaintiffs

Figure 1-1 displays the number of plaintiffs by year of purchase for each respective property.

At the earliest dates, one plaintiff purchased on May 8, 1951 (Eberwein, Plaintiff No. 8), and

another plaintiff purchased on the combined dates of August 11, 1950, and June 26, 1952

(McLeod, G. M. Trust, D/B/A Winslow Beach Gardens Apartments, Plaintiff No. 112).

Approximately 90% of the plaintiffs purchased their property since 1972. Specifically, 2% were

purchased from 1950 to 1959, 6% from 1960 to 1969, 22’% from 1970 to 1979, 45% from 1980

to 1989, and 25% from 1990 to 1995.

In the course of Court proceedings, two test plaintiffs were selected for determining the

Government’s liability and establishing methodologies for assessing damages. The test plaintiffs

are (1) (Don and Gale) Applegate (Plaintiff No. 1, 615 Washington Avenue, City of Cape

Canaveral, FL 32920) and (2) Nero and Co., Inc., (Plaintiff No. 294, Pelican Landing Resort

1201 S. Atlantic Avenue, Cocoa Beach, FL 32931). The two test plaintiffs will be referred to as

“Applegate” and “Nero,” respectively, in this report. These properties and their beach setting,

including shoreline change and beach-volume change, are described in Chapter 4 (with additional

photographs contained in Appendix D).

The Applegates purchased on August 12, 1981, and, until recently, a two-story family

residence (that was uninhabited and in disrepair for several years) was located on this property.5

Figure 1-2 is a photograph of the Applegate property and the protective rubble and structures that

5

On January 23, 1997, the City of Cape Canaveral Building Inspector and a City-contracted engineer conducted a site
inspection of the Applegate property. The City issued a Notice of Unsafe Structure on February 2, 1997, which
Mr. Applegate appealed at the City of Cape Canaveral Construction Board of Adjustments and Appeals. The Board denied
the appeal on May 8, 1997, and ordered Mr. Applegate to come into compliance by June 9, 1997. Because Mr. Applegate
did not take any action to fix or remove the structure by June 9, 1997, the City issued a request for demolition on July 14,
1997. On July 31, 1997, the City of Cape Canaveral issued a demolition permit to Mr. Applegate for removal of the
structure, The City of Cape Canaveral Building Inspector conducted an inspection of the propeRy on September 26, 1997,
and found that portions of the structure still remained, including large parts of the foundation and the slab (See Figures 4-3
and 4-4). The rubble mound seaward of the structure was not removed and, on November 19, 1997, the FDEP issued a
letter to Mr. Applegate requesting removal of the rubble on the seaward side of the property in accordance with Chapter
161.061, F.S. The FDEP and the City of Cape Canaveral issued permits, and the work was completed on March 7, 1998.
Presently, there are no structures or rubble on the Appiegate property.
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existed in May 1996. Plaintiffs claim that 6,790 cy of dune and bluff at the Applegate property

were lost since time of purchase and claim in excess of $150,000 in property damages.

30

,
Total = 335 ,

!
>

25- J
,

5- -

0 -!-Jut=

.

Year of Purchase

Figure 1-1. Number of plaintiffs’ properties according to purchase date.
(Multiple properties purchased by one plaintiff are counted separately. Properties owned by municipalities

are not included. )

The Nero property was purchased on September 8, 1986,6 and the structure on it is a two-

story motel called the Pelican Landing Resort @Joro sold this property on September 11, 1996).

The Nero property is fronted by stone rubble, geotextile sandbags, and remnants of a wooden

bulkhead as indicated in the photograph in Figure 1-3 taken in May 1996. Plaintiffs claim that

4,092 cy of dune and bluff had eroded from the property since September 1983 and claim in

excess of $88,500 in property damages (See footnote 6).

6

These plaintiffs claim the purchase occurred in September 1983, but a copy of the deed indicates that Noreen and K.
Edward Jaynes, General Partners of Nero and Company, purchased the Nero property on September 8, 1986, and then
sold the property to Sandra Daniels on September 11, 1996.
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Figure 1-2. Applegate property viewed from the north, May 9, 1996.
Note location of neighboring house

to landward side relative to Applegate structure (source: N. C. Kraus).

1-4

Figure 1-3. Nero and Co. property, May 9, 1996, showing the deteriorated wooden bulkhead and
sandbags, as well as storm erosion at the dune face (source: N. C. Kraus).
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1.3. Study Hypotheses and Main Conclusions

This section summarizes the main study conclusions. The material is intended to serve as a

guide through the substantial detailed discussion that follows. Two hypotheses underlie this

study and assessment of coastal change. First, it is assumed that longshore sediment transport

predominantly controls change in the beach that is inundated under normal (day-to-day, and non-

storm) tide. Longshore transport can produce either accretion or erosion, depending on the local

balance of sand entering and leaving an area of the beach.’ The Harbor entrance is a complete

littoral barrier and alters longshore sediment transport in its vicinity. Second, erosion of the

upper beach (above the elevation reached by normal tide) and dune is caused primarily by storms

in a cross-shore sediment transport process unrelated to the Harbor. These two processes,

longshore transport and cross-shore transport, are depicted in Figure 1-4.

Changes in shoreline position and beach volume through time at the properties of the two test

plaintiffs were calculated from beach-profile survey measurements.

were estimated with a numerical model to substantiate and interpret

measurements. Main conclusions are as follows:

1.3. I. Applegate Property

Additionally, storm impacts

conclusions drawn from the

From August 12, 1981 (time of purchase), to December 8, 1997 (representing the present),

the beach eroded and the shoreline receded at the Applegate property. The sand eroded from the

beach fronting the Applegate property was removed from material placed during the 1974/75

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (US ACE) beach fill. The natural beach north and adjacent to the

property prior to fill placement just recently began to erode (as shown on the December 8, 1997,

beach profile at R-7). From August 12, 1981, to Dec;mber 8, 1997, the MHW shoreline receded

7

Analysis in this report makes a distinction between the morphological features of the beach and the dune. For most
discussion, unless otherwise qualified, the word beach refers to the region of dynamic boundaries extending landward from
the edge of the water to the approximate 8-ft elevation NGVD. Qualitatively, the beach is where one can walk or place a
blanket to sunbathe. The dune extends upward from the back beach with a near-vertical face to an elevation of
approximately 10-15 ft NGVD. Daily, sediment is transported along and across the beach by water and wind, according to
the level of the ordinary tide, wave conditions, and wind velocity. In contrast, the strong sediment-transporting forces of
waves and currents only reach the dune when the water level is elevated during a storm or, depending on width of the
beach, during a very high tide. Sediment is removed from a dune if waves and currents act upon it. As sand is removed
from the dune and enters the water, it can move both alongshore and across shore.

Longshore sand transport refers to the movement of sand along the coast, parallel to the shoreline. On the Brevard
County coast, daily Iongshore sand movement is either to the north or to the south. Erosion and accretion by Iongshore
sand transport is a continual process associated with currents produced by incident breaking waves. Changes in beach
shape and shoreline position associated with longshore sand transport tend to be gradual in the sense that the change
typically cannot be observed in a day. Change in beach shape is a long-term, gradual process.

Cross-shore sand transport refers to the movement of sand perpendicular to the coast as either onshore or offshore.
Under the milder waves of summer and the normal or small storms of winter, the beach accretes and erodes with a
seasonal pattern, For strong storms, those with high water levels (storm surge) and higher waves of longer wave period,
erosion by cross-shore transport is a shod-term or event-driven process occurring over a matter of hours or days.
Significant erosion can occur on a wave by wave basis during extreme events with high water levels that allow waves to
attack directly against the dune. Under such storms, the dune face recedes as the dune erodes.
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216 +7 ft, and the beach eroded approximately 8,500 cy, as determined from beach-profile

surveys. These values can be compared with calculation results from storm-induced beach

erosion modeling of the cumulative impacts of only three major storms that occurred within this

time period.8 The modeling calculations gave approximately 70 ft of recession and a sand

volume loss attributable to storms of 3,600 cy. Therefore, numerical model calculations of

storm-induced beach change indicate that at least 42+=210/0of the net erosion that has occurred at

the Applegate property since the time of purchase can be associated with the impact of severe

storms.

1.3.2. Nero Property

From September 8, 1986 (time of purchase), to September 11, 1996 (time of sale), the MHW

shoreline receded 9 *7 ft, and 80 cy of material were eroded from the beach fronting the Nero

property. These small changes are within variability associated with seasonal beach change and

probably do not reflect a trend. Numerical calculations of storm-induced beach erosion at the

Nero property indicate that all net change in volume on the upper beach and dune face was

caused by storms. Storms are deduced to be the dominant force producing upper-beach and dune

change at the Nero property and not blockage of longshore sand transport by Canaveral Harbor.

8

Other storms such as Tropical Storm Erin (7/1995), Tropical Storm Jerry (8/1995), and Hurricane Fran (9/1996) also are
documented as erosional to BrevardCounty beaches.
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Figure 1-4. Schematic depicting typical responses to longshore and cross-shore sediment transport.
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2. Background

This chapter gives an overview of the study site. Material covered includes the physical

setting, natural coastal features and coastal engineering activities, and the locations of the

properties of the test plaintiffs. A chronology of selected major activities and storms documented

for the site is given, and the chapter concludes with a discussion of regulatory boundaries,

reference datums, and shoreline definitions.

2.1. Study Site

The plaintiffs own property along the Atlantic Ocean coast of Brevard County, in northern

Florida. Figure 2-1 is a site map showing the locations of the properties of the two test plaintiffs.

Brevard County meets Volusia County about 31 miles north of Canaveral Harbor.g To the south,

Brevard County meets Indian River County at Sebastian Inlet. Plaintiffs’ properties extend

33 miles south along the sand beach from the south jetty of Canaveral Harbor to the north jetty of

Sebastian Inlet, a reach of approximately 41 miles. The northern reach of this beach is sheltered

from northeast waves by Cape Canaveral and the Canaveral Shoals. Banana River Lagoon backs

the peninsula to the north and merges with Indian River Lagoon to the south, through which the

Intracoastal Waterway runs. From north to south, main beach segments are (City ofi Canaveral

Beach, Cocoa Beach, Patrick AFB, Satellite Beach, Indialantic Beach, Melbourne Beach, and

Melbourne Shores.

Table 2-1 is a chronology of selected major activities and storms pertinent to this study and

associated beaches. It lists Harbor dredging, beach nourishment, major storms, establishment of

the erosion-control line (ECL) and the Coastal Construction Control Line (CCCL) (regulatory

boundaries are discussed in Section 2-3), and purchase dates of the two test plaintiffs.

The predominant (net) direction of longshore sand movement along the Brevard County coast

is from north to south. The southward average annual longshore transport was estimated to be

350,000 cy by the USACE (Senate Document 140, 1962). The southward transport is presently

estimated to be 308,000 cy/year10 just north of the Harbor entrance channel. The magnitude of

9

Federal authorization (River and Harbor Act of March 2, 1945) refers to the project of cutting the harbor as “Canaveral
Harbor” (Federal Navigation Project). In 1953, the State of Florida established the Canaveral Port Authority and Port
District, replacing a previously created political entity, the Port District, which had been created to lobby the Federal
Government for authorization of the Harbor. On maps, the Canaveral-Harbor complex is denoted as “Port Canaveral.”
Canaveral Harbor consists of Porl Canaveral and the Trident (submarine) Turning Basin, and it is bordered to the north by
Cape Canaveral AFB. The ocean entrance channel is maintained by dredging to a depth of 46 ft mean low water. The west
side of the Harbor connects to the Banana River Lagoon through a navigation lock that is normally closed, so tidal currents
in the entrance and Harbor are weak.
10

The magnitude and direction of Iongshore sand transport are seasonal. Along the study coast, in winter the transport is
directed predominantly to the south, whereas in summer it is directed predominantly to the north. in most years, the net
annual transport is to the south. The longshore transport rate is not constant, but varies daily, seasonally, and annually
depending on weather patterns: number, direction, and types of storms; water level; and other factors.
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longshore sand transport in the vicinity of the Harbor is discussed in Chapter 3. Cape Canaveral

and its shoals provide substantial sheltering of waves incident from the north to the area of

Canaveral Harbor, resulting in variable sand-transport rates alongshore and producing a concave

shore. The Harbor jetties block sand that is moving alongshore, and the deep navigation channel

also traps this sand. Consequently, accretion along the updrift beach (north of the north jetty at

the study site) has accelerated, and the downdrift beach directly adjacent to the Harbor has

eroded.

2.2. Canaveral Harbor

The 1945 Rivers and Harbors Act (Public Law 79- 14) authorized construction of the entrance

channel, jetties, turning basin, and canal at Canaveral Harbor. The Harbor entrance was

constructed between 1951 and 1954. The project was modified by the 1962 Rivers and Harbors

Act (Public Law 87-874) to include construction and operation of a sand-bypassing plant. The

purpose of the sand-bypassing plant was, in combined use with conventional dredging, to

maintain the navigation project entrance channel. A secondary purpose of the plant was to

nourish the beach directly south of the south jetty by restoring an estimated 90 0/0 of the

southward annual littoral drift.

In 1993, the USACE estimated that 636,000 cy would need to be dredged once every 6 years.

In 1994, the USACE Chief of Engineers modified the sand-transfer feature of the project by

approving construction of sand bypassing by conventional dredging in lieu of a fixed plant.

Since 1965, Federal, State, and local interests have placed 6.3 Mcy on the beaches south of

Canaveral Harbor. The most significant beach fill was conducted in 1974 and 1975 (Refer to

Appendix F, Table F-2 for a complete list of beach fills). At that time, 2.8 Mcy of sand were

placed on a 10,500-ft-long section of beach directly south of the Canaveral Harbor entrance

channel. This area of beach fill extended from the south Harbor j etty to Monument R-11 (Pierce

Avenue).
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Figure 2-1. Location map for the study site
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I Table 2-1. Chronoloav of maior activities and natural events at study site. I

I Year I Location I Activity I

06/1950 Canaveral Harbor . Harbor construction began

10/1951 Canaveral Harbor . Cut throuqh barrier island

I 10/1952 I --- I ● Severe northeaster I

I 09/1954 I Canaveral Harbor I ● Jetties and Harbor construction complete I

1960
305 ft S of R-7

. Applegate family constructed a single-family residential structure

(approx.) Within a few years they placed armoring seaward of the dwelling

1960 .-. ● Three Tropical cyclones and one Northeaster

03/1962 .-. Q Ash Wednesday Northeaster

1965 R-2 to R-4 ● 120,000 cv beach placement; Federal Navigation Project

I ‘03-09/1972 ] R-2 to R-4 I ● 200,000 CYbeach Placement; Federal Navigation Project I

I 1972-1974 I --- I ● FEMA identifies Brevard Co. Coastal Hiqh Haz Areas Flood Zones I

01/1974 South Jetty to R-16 ● ECL was established from south jetty to Young Avenue

10/1 974 305 ft S of R-7 ● Portion of Applegate home lost to tropical depress. on Oct. 6, 1974

I 12/1974 I Brevard County \ . Cabinet approves CCCL I

04/1 974-
South Jetty to R-11

● 2.77 Mcy beach restoration/disposal; Federal Shore Protection
03/1 975 Project and Federal (Navy) Trident new work

111~979 --- ● Hurricane David struck the east coast of Florida

10/1980-
R-122 to R-135

● 540,000 cy beach restoration at Indialantic and Melbourne Beach.
01/1981 Federal Shore Protection Project

08/1981 305 ft S of R-7 ● Don Applegate (Plaintiff #l) purchased property from his mother

] 1111984 I --- ! ● The destructive Thanksgiving Day northeaster occurred I

03/1 986 Brevard County c Revised CCCL Approved by the Florida Cabinet
I

09/1 986 395 ft S of R-43 . Nero (Plaintiff #294) purchased property

1986 ... c October and December Northeast storms

! 03/1989 I --- I ● Extreme Northeast storm I

06-08/1 992 R-28 to R-31 ● 229,000 cy nearshore placement; Federal Navigation Project

07-11/1993 R-28 to R-31 . 180,410 cy nearshore placement; Federal Navigation Project

02-04/1 994 R-5 to R-11 . 100,000 cy local beach nourishment; cosponsors were the City of
Cocoa Beach and Port Authority

10-11/1994 R-28 to R-31 Q 161,160 cy nearshore placement; Federal Navigation Project

11/94 --- . Tropical Storm Gordon

07/1995 ... ● Tro~ical Storm Erin

I 01-05/1995 I R-O to R-8 . 831,642 cy beach placement; Federal Navigation Project
08-1 2/~ 995 R-28 to R-31 . 322,990 cy nearshore placement; Federal Navigation Project I

02-03/1 996 I R-34 to R-38
● 40,000 cy local beach nourishment; cosponsors were the City and

port Authoritv I.

09/1 996 ---
● Nero sold their property

1980-1996 R-53 to R-75 ● 792,698 cy placed on Patrick AFB; ten placements total

. Total volume of sand placed wthm the first 17,00C-ft zone south of the Harbor is approximately 4 Mcy.

. Total volume of sand placed on or in the nearshore of Brevard County beaches is approximately 5.5 Mcy (not includingthe
792,698 cy placed on the beach along PatrickAFB). I
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Numerous analyses of coastal processes in the Brevard County have been conducted since

construction of Canaveral Harbor. These studies arrived at various estimates of longshore

sediment transport rates. In 1962, the USACE estimated that the southward (net) littoral drift

was 350,000 cy/year. The Canaveral Harbor General Design Memorandum (USACE 1987)

described a sand-bypassing system that would bypass 106,000 cy/year. That plan was revised in

the corresponding General Re-evaluation Report (USACE 1992) to sand tighten and bypass

636,000 cy every 6 years (i.e., 106,000 cy/year) on the beaches south of the Canaveral Harbor

south jetty. The feasibility report for the Brevard County shore-protection project (USACE

1996) recommended that the sand bypass work be supplemented by beach restoration of 2.5 Mcy

along 9.4 miles south of Canaveral Harbor. Following beach construction, the 9.4-mile-long

restored beach would be periodically nourished with 516,000 cy every 6 years. 1’ The Inlet

Management Plan (IMP) (Bodge 1994) recommended placement of 1.03 Mcy along the shore

extending 2.1 miles from the south jetty and placement of 9.6 Mcy (*2 Mcy) south of the first

2.1 -mile increment to mitigate the Harbor’s historical littoral impacts.

Prior to construction of Canaveral Harbor, as well as today (see Figures D-3 and D-4), the

beaches and dunes along the Brevard County coast north and south of the Harbor were being

eroded by storms. Although prior to Harbor construction the beach along the coast was net

accretionary, some areas were eroding, such as at Patrick AFB. Erosion on this coast is evident

as early as February 1948, as illustrated in Figures 2-2 and 2-3, which show ground photographs

of the seawall and eroded beach at the Patrick AFB Officers Club (Monument R-57).

Photographs taken in 1996 at similar sites are given in Figures 2-4 and 2-5. The Officers Club in

the old photographs is fronted by a large seawall protecting the property and structure from wave

attack, inundation, and erosion by persistent northeast-storms in the winter months and tropical

storms during the summer. The club was an early coastal structure along the study site and

serves as a fixed reference for demonstrating shoreline recession that occurred on this relatively

undeveloped coast prior to construction of Canaveral Harbor.

11

The volumes of material are estimates that would be modified dependent on monitoring of the post-fill beach, because the
Iongshore transport rate and shoreline recession are not constant.
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Figure 2-2. Officers Club at the Banana River Naval Air Station (Patrick AFB), February 13, 1948.
Notice massive armoring on the property. The beaches of Brevard County were experiencing erosion by

storms prior to the construction of Port Canaveral (source: USACE, Jacksonville District).

Figure 2-3. North end of concrete bulkhead at the Officers Club at the Banana River Naval Air Statiol
(Patrick AFB), Februa~ 13, 1948 (source: USACE, Jacksonville District).

1
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Figure 2-4. Northern end of concrete bulkhead at the Officers Club at Patrick AFB, February 20, 1997.
Similar location as in Figures 2-2 and 2-3 (source: N. C. Kraus).

Figure 2-5. View north at Patrick AFB from Officers Club on February 20, 1997, showing storm-induced
dune erosion (source: N. C. Kraus).
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2.3, Relevant Coastal Processes

This section gives an overview of the coastal processes acting at the properties of the

plaintiffs, focusing on those relevant to this study. Coastal processes impacting sediment

transport along the beaches of Brevard County include long-term wave and current dynamics;

short-term, high-energy storms; and relative sea-level rise. All these factors produce beach

erosion and accretion along the Brevard County coast.

2.3.1. Sediment Transport

Longshore sand transport primarily acts on the portion of the beach below the toe of the dune,

called the beach berm and foreshore. Longshore transport can advance the shoreline at a given

location (accrete the beach) if more sand enters than leaves the area, or it can cause the shoreline

to recede (erode the beach) if more sand leaves an area than enters. Cross-shore sand transport is

primarily associated with destructive conditions (i.e., dune and/or beach erosion by storms).

Sand removed from the dune and berm may then be transported out of the area of erosion by

longshore transport. Also, sand removed from the dune and upper beach may be partially

deposited on the lower portion of the beach, producing a seaward advance of the shoreline. The

Harbor channel and jetties interrupt longshore sand transport, but the Harbor does not alter cross-

shore sand transport processes. Both of these processes are water-borne transport, as

summarized in Table 2-2.

Table 2-2. Comparison of longshore and storm-induced cross-shore transport processes.

Process Longshore Sand Transport Storm-Induced Cross-Shore
Sand Transport

Dominant Waves arriving to the coast-at an Elevated water level and high waves with
Forcing I oblique angle / longer periods than non-storm waves

[ Hours to days for extreme events (storms
I Time Scale I Months, years, decades I and hurricanes); seasonal for regular /

annual change
Region of Beach Primarily beach berm, foreshore,
Profile Impacted and surf zone

Dune, berm, and foreshore

Typical Result
Shoreline recession or advance; Recession of the beach and dune face
beach erosion or accretion and loss of sand volume

2.3.2. Waves

The USACE Wave InformationStudy(WIS) (Hubertzetal.1993)has performeda wave

hindcastfortheAtlanticOcean coastoftheUnitedStates.The hindcastcoverstheperiod1956-

1975 and involvedgeneratingwaves witha numericalmodel withinputforcingby wind and

pressurefieldsmeasured in the AtlanticOcean. WIS Station18, locatedsouthof Cape

Canaveral,k thenearestto CanaveralHarbor(Latitude28.25N, Longitude80.25W) at22-m

waterdepth(seeFigure1-1). The averagemonthlysignificantwave heightin the 20--year
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hindcast varied between a high of 1.43 m in November to a low of 0.77 m in August. Most

prevalent wave periods fall in the range of 7 to 13 see, and the predominant wave directions are

NNE (expected in winter) and ESE (expected in summer). The WIS database was accessed to

conduct calculations of storm-induced beach change at the properties of the two test plaintiffs.

2.3.3. Storms

The East Coast of the United States is subject to tropical cyclones (hurricanes and tropical

storms) and extratropical storms (northeasters). The National Hurricane Center has compiled a

record of tropical cyclone activity for the North Atlantic since 1886. IrI contrast, northeaster

storms that have impacted Florida beaches were not well documented until around the mid-

1960s. Lack of documentation is attributed to the minimal coastal development in Florida prior

to the 1960s and the lack of assets that would be threatened by storms. Only the more severe

regional-impacting northeast storms have been documented from the 1930s through the 1950s.

Figure 2-6 displays the frequency of tropical storms per year that have been documented as

erosional to Brevard County beaches. Northeasters are not included in this figure because their

recorded history is not as long, and the limited record would bias discussion of storm-impact

fi-equency before and after construction of Canaveral Harbor. The present study does document

major northeasters that have struck Brevard County beaches.

The most significant erosional tropical cyclones to impact the Brevard County coast include

Hurricane Greta in October 1956, Hurricane Ella in October 1962, Tropical Storm Gilda in

October 1973, Hurricane David in August 1979, Tropical Storm Gordon in November 1994, and

Hurricane Erin in July 1995. Known storms that have impacted the Elrevard County coast and

caused notable erosion are listed in Appendix C.

Some of the most significant erosional northeasters occurred in December 1932, March 1962,

February 1973, November 1984 (the “Thanksgiving Day” storm), and March 1989. For the East

Coast of Florida, the Thanksgiving Day storm of 1984 is considered to be the most severe

extratropical storm of record, with much property damage and beach and dune erosion reported

in Brevard County. Northeasters are usually associated with high waves and moderately strong

winds that can persist for several days, whereas the erosive force of tropical storms usually does

not persist more than a day, typically having a duration on the coast of only several hours. The

stronger winds of hurricanes can drive water level much higher on the coast than can

northeasters. Higher water levels allow waves to attack higher on the beach.

The frequency of cyclonic activity increased notably in the 1950s through the 1970s (Bodge

and Savage 1992). Between 1930 and 1949, 15 hurricanes and tropical storms impacted the

Brevard County coast (a fi-equency of 0.8 storms per year). For the following two decades (1950-

1969), 37 cyclones impacted Brevard County (a frequency of 1.9 storms per year). The beach

has less time to recover during periods with higher fi-equency storm occurrence, making it more
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susceptible to fhrther storm-induced erosion. The 1980s experienced minimal storm activity

compared with the previous 30 years.

1
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Figure 2-6, Number oftropical storms per~ear 1899 –1996documented as erosional to

Brevard County beaches.

2.3.4. Sea-LevelRise

Relativesea-levelriseattheprojectsiteisestimatedtobe on theorderof2mm per year

basedon NationalOcean Service(NOS) tiderecordsatFernandha and Mayport,Florida(Lyles,

Hickman,and Debaugh 1988),theclosestlong-termstationstoCape Canaveral.12Fora 50-year

period,e.g.,1948 to 1998,oceanwaterlevelwould have risenabout0.32fi(4in.)withrespect

tothelandincoastalBrevardCounty. For a beach slopeof 1 ftverticalto 10fihorizontal,

relativesea-levelrisemay accountforanapparentshorelinerecessionofabout3 fi.

12
Operation and maintenance of a USACE water-level gauge located at the Trident Pier has recently been assumed by

the NOS as a long-term station. The Trident Pier, Port Canaveral, Florida, gauge record (872 1604) begins October

1994.
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2.4. Datums and Shoreline Definitions

The position and movement of the shoreline along the project site are central to the plaintiffs’

claim of taking and procedures of this study. Shoreline position can be determined by two

methods, (1) with reference to a vertical datum, and (2) as an identifiable and interpreted

topographic feature formed by waves and tide (e.g., the berm crest, debris line, wet/dry boundary

for predicted MHW, toe of dune). In previous studies at the project site and in the present study,

shoreline position has been determined by both methods. Jurisdictional and legal marine

boundaries are defined in terms of tidal datums (the first method). Application of datums and

measurement methods without knowledge of the errors and data inconsistencies of each method

may lead to inaccurate conclusions about change in shoreline position and sand volume through

time. The following section describes characteristic reference datums involved in the study.

Tidal datums as determined by the NOS at Canaveral Harbor Entrance (NOS Station

872 1608) are shown schematically in Figure 2-7. These datums are representative of the beach

directly south of the Harbor. Tidal datums will change slightly with distance moved along the

shore of Brevard County. The nomenclature shown in Figure 2-7 is discussed next.

4.17 ft Mean Higher High Water (MHHW)

3.79 ft Mean High Water (MHW)

1.99 ft

T

Mean Tide Level (MTL)

1.80 ft National Geodetic Vertical

Datum 1929 (NGVD)

;:;::& Mean Low Water (MLW)

Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW)

Figure 2-7, Canaveral Harbor Entrance tidal datums to gauge zero.
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2.4.1. Reference Datums

A description of vertical datums pertinent to this study is presented in this section.

National Geodetic Vertical Datum. The National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929

@JGVD 29) is a standard geodetic (related to the shape of the earth) vertical datum used by the

USACE and other agencies. NGVD 29 is a fixed vertical datum (sea level) observed at 26

primary tidal stations around the United States and Canada in 1929 (Shalowitz 1964). Therefore,

in the absence of accidental or other mechanical movements of the survey benchmarks,

NGVD 29 benchmarks are fixed through time and, therefore, form a convenient reference system

for civil engineering works.

Construction Datums. On coastal engineering and other civil engineering projects, it is

often convenient to establish a local construction datum to which project measurements can be

referenced. The construction datum can itself be referenced to NGVD 29 or another datum. The

USACE construction datum along the Brevard County coast lies 1.9 ft below NGVD 29.

Tidal Datums. Reference datums can be defined in terms of the phase of the tide and are

then called tidal datums, Tidal datums change slowly with time because of global sea-level

fluctuations and changes in local conditions, such as those associated with subsidence and water

and oil extraction from the ground or sea bottom. The NOS has the Federal mission of

determining and publishing tidal datums. This mission is accomplished by establishing a series

of permanent benchmarks on land, called tidal stations, and measuring the water level at fixed

intervals (typically, 6 rein) with respect to the benchmarks. Water-surface records from short-

term stations, typically deployed from 3 months to 2 years, are then referenced to long-term tidal

stations with gauges that operate more than 19 years. In the 1970s, the State of Florida

undertook an extensive tidal measurement program in cooperation with the NOS. This

information is available for Brevard County.

NGVD 29 is sometimes confised with or referred to synonymously as MSL. The datum

MSL is defined by NOS as the average of the hourly values of water-level readings of a specific

19-year tidal epoch called the National Tidal Datum Epoch (NTDE), presently 1960 to 1978.

However, because many variables control water level, and because a geodetic datum represents a

best-fit surface over a broad area and not to a specific area, NGVD 29 is not, in general, equal to

MSL. The geodetic datum can deviate from MSL by 1 ft or more, depending on location.

The tidal datum MHW determines the boundary between State of Florida submerged bottom

lands and privately held uplands. The intersection of the land and sea at the elevation of MHW is

called the mean high-water line (MHWL), denoting the MHW shoreline. MHW and mean low

water (MLW) are, respectively, the averages of all the high-water heights and low-water heights

observed over the NTDE. The mean range of tide is the mean of the differences in height

between high waters and low waters over the NTDE. A tidal datum close to the value of MSL is
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mean tide level (MTL). MTL is calculated as

and low water.

IrJ Florida, MHW surveys to be filed with

State Bureau of Survey and Mapping. The

the mean of the differences between high water

the State involve coordination with the Florida

Bureau maintains a list of relations between

NGVD 29, the fixed land datum, and MHW along the coast. These relations and other guidance

are provided to the surveyor, who can then locate the MHWL by an accurate beach-profile survey

that is connected to NGVD 29.

2.4.2. High- Water Line (HWL)

Historical data generated by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey (US C&GS, predecessor

organization to the present NOS) in its survey of the coast performed in the 1800s, and in coastal

topographic surveys performed to present, identi~ a shoreline position as an interpreted HWL.

The authoritative reference on the meaning and procedures of measuring the HWL is Shalowitz

(1964), who was educated both as an attorney and engineer and was employed by NOS.

Quoting Shalowitz (1 964, pp. 171-172), The most important feature on a topographic survey

is the high-water line. It is the line that is used on the nautical charts of the Coast Survey as the

dividing line between the land and water; the line that indicates whether the coast is building out

or receding ... Further, From the standpoint of the surveyor, the high-water line is the only line

of contact between land and water that is identl~able on the ground at all times and does not

require the topographer being there at a specl>ed time during the tidal cycle, or the running of

levels. The high-water line can generally be closely approximated by noting the vegetation,

drij%vood, discoloration of rocks, or other visible signs of high tides.

The HWL is, therefore, not the shoreline defined by MHW, as sometimes marked on charts

and maps published by the NOS and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). Instead, it is the

shoreline mapped at the time of predicted MHW, which includes meteorological effects such as

setup, set down, and runup because of waves. USC&GS topographers and topographers today

doing routine wide-area shoreline-position surveys (such as by Global Positioning System (GPS)

techniques) refer measurements to the HWL at the time of MHW in the field.

The HWL inferred from aerial photographs might be either the instantaneous intersection of

land and water at the time of MHW or the boundary between aeolian and waterborne deposits

determined by visual interpretation of a discontinuity in color or geomorphology (Anders and

Bymes 1991). Mapped shoreline positions related to water level at the time photography was

flown (other than MHW) maybe poor estimates of the HWL and inconsistent with the historical

database. Bymes, Mc Bride, and Hiland (1991) discuss origins and treatment of various types of

shoreline-position data.
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2.4.3. Comparison of Shoreline Definitions

Figure 2-8 is a schematic depicting several common definitions of the shoreline, including

the MHW intersection and the HWL. If different data sets are analyzed without conversion or

reference to a common datum, then an apparent shift in shoreline position will occur, as

discussed by Kraus (1997). Analysis of shoreline positions differently defined could lead to

either apparent advance or recession of the shoreline. Because the MHWL is defined by a

reference (vertical) datum, and the HWL is determined by interpretation of a topographic feature

(such as the berm crest or foot of the dune), the methods are not directly comparable. The two

shoreline positions must be related through additional analysis that can only provide an estimate

of the distances between them.

Two coastal geomorphologic configurations are shown in Figure 2-8, one where a berm crest

can be clearly discerned, and the other in which a berm is not apparent, requiring identification of

the HWL at the foot of the dune. This figure also schematically shows the instantaneous position

of the water or shoreline created by wave- and wind-induced runup, which is the periodic up and

down motion of the water at the shore associated with waves and wind. Runup creates the berm

by pushing sand up onto the landward edge of the foreshore, a region that is periodically

inundated with rise and fall of the tide and runup. Berms are created during calm wave

conditions and are removed (eroded) by storm waves if the water level rises sufficiently during

the storm. The berm crest represents a relatively stable feature that characterizes the bounda~

between land and sea — the shoreline.

2.4.4. Florida Coastal Jurisdictional Boundaries

In 1972, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP: formerIy the

Department of Natural Resources (DNR), which merged with the Department of Environmental

Regulation (DER) in 1993 to become the FDEP), began to establish a system of profile survey

monuments along all sandy beaches in the State of Florida. The monuments are benchmarks that

allow consistent surveys to be made for the study and regulation of the sandy beaches of the

State. Most of these monuments are denoted by the symbol “R’ followed by a number. On the

Atlantic coast, the R-monuments start at R-1 at the northern boundary of each county and

continue consecutively (R- 1, R-2, R-3, etc.) to the southern boundary within the same county.

In 1994, the USACE established a monument in Brevard County called R-O, which is located

directly south of the south jetty at Canaveral Harbor. This monument aided the design and

monitoring of the 1994 sand-bypassing project. The approximate locations of the FDEP

R-monuments in Brevard County are shown in Figure 1-2. The location of R-O and the other

monitoring survey monuments for the sand-bypassing project are shown in Appendix F.
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Note: MSL # NGVD

Figure 2-8. Shorelines determined by selected methods.

The monuments are located at approximately 1,000-ft intervals starting with R-O at the south

jetty of Canaveral Harbor and ending at R-219 at the southern border of the county, Sebastian

Inlet. This section of the Brevard County Atlantic. Ocean coast is, therefore, approximately

41 miles long and is the focus of this report. Brevard County also extends north of Canaveral

Harbor to Volusia County, but this northern coastal area is Federal property (combination of the

air force base, National Aeronautic Space Administration, and the Cape Canaveral National

Seashore). The FDEP has no jurisdiction over Federal land, and thus no State-regulated

monuments exist in this northern area. Several USACE survey monuments located throughout

Brevard County have been used for studies of the Canaveral Harbor navigation project and the

Brevard County shore-projection project (see Figure 1-2).

As required in Chapter 161.053, Florida Statutes (F.S.), the FDEP established a CCCL on a

county basis along the sandy beaches of the State fronting the Atlantic Ocean, the Gulf of

Mexico, and the Straits of Florida. The CCCL defines that portion of the beach-dune system that

is subject to “severe fluctuations” based on a 100-year storm surge, storm waves, or other

predictable oceanographic and meteorological conditions. The term “fluctuations” in the context

of the CCCL is assumed to refer to locations of shoreline recession (beach erosion) and shoreline

advance (beach accretion). The CCCL is not a setback line, but, rather, defines a jurisdictional

area in which construction seaward of the CCCL is regulated. A setback line generally restricts
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construction activities seaward of such line, Special siting and design considerations are

necessary seaward of the CCCL to ensure the protection of the beach-dune system, proposed or

existing structures, and adjacent properties, as well as the preservation of public beach access.

In 1980, Chapter 161.053, F.S. was amended by adding any coastal construction control line

that has not been updated since June 30, 1980, shall be considered a critical priori~ for

reestablishment by the department. The CCCL in Brevard County was reestablished in

March 1986 to a more landward location that better represents the zone subject to the 100-year

storm surge.

In 1987, Chapter 161.57, F.S.13 was added by the Florida Legislature. This provision requires

that purchasers of interests in real property located in coastal areas partially or totally seaward of

the CCCL be apprised of the character of the regulation of the real property in such coastal areas

and, in particular, that such lands are subject to frequent and severe fluctuations.

Prior to construction of a beach restoration or beach nourishment project, the State of Florida

requires that an ECL be established (Chapter 161.141, F.S.). Upon the filing of a resolution of

the Florida Board of Trustees of the Internal Improvement Trust Fund and the recording of the

survey showing the location of the ECL (pre-Project MHWL for the area to be restored), title to

all lands seaward of the ECL shall be deemed to be vested in the State by right of its sovereignty,

and title to all land Iandward of such line shall be vested in the riparian upland owners (Chapter

161.191, F. S.).’4 If the state, county, municipali~, erosion-control district, or other

governmental agency charged with the responsibility of maintaining the protected beach fails to

maintain the same and as a result thereof the shoreline gradually recedes to a point or points

landward of the erosion control line, the protiisions of Chapter 161.191, F.S. shall cease to be

operative as to the affected upland (Chapter 161.211, F.S.).

13
161.57, F.S. Coastal properties disclosure statement. (1) The Legislature finds that it is necessary to ensure that the

purchasers of interests in real property located in coastal areas partially or totally seaward of the coastal construction control

line as defined in S. 161.053 are fully apprised of the character of the regulation of the real properly in such coastal areas
and, in particular, that such lands are subject to frequent and severe fluctuations. (2) Unless otherwise waived in writing by
the purchaser, at or prior to the closing of any transaction where an interest in real property lo@ed either partially or totally
seaward of the coastal construction control line as defined in S 161.053 is being transferred, the seller shall provide to the
purchaser an affidavit, or a survey meeting the requirements of Chapter 472, delineating the location of the coastal
construction control line on the property being transferred.
14

161.191, F.S. Vesting of title to lands (1) Upon the filing of a copy of the board of trustees’ resolution and the recording

of the sutvey showing the location of the erosion control line and the areas of beach to be protected as provided in
S. 161.181, title to all lands seaward of the erosion control line shall be deemed to be vested in the state by right of its
sovereignty, and title to all lands landward of such line shall be vested in the riparian upland owners whose lands either abut
the erosion control line or would have abutted the line if it had been located directly on the line of mean high water on the
date the board of trustees’ survey was recorded.
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The ECL just south of Canaveral Harbor was approved by the Florida Board of Trustees on

December 18, 1973, and a Florida DNR, Bureau of Beaches and Shores15 (BBS) Construction

Permit (BBS 73-74-4) was issued. The permit was executed by the Brevard County Board of

Commissioners in Special Session on December31, 1973. The MHWL survey to establish the

ECL for the Cape Canaveral segment of the Brevard County beach erosion control project was

completed on June 29, 1973 (Sheets 1-5, Folder 2 of 2, BBS 73-74-4). The ECL was set 300 ft

seaward of the June 29, 1973, MHWL survey from the north limit of Port Canaveral Jetty Park

south to the north line of Madison Avenue. The ECL was then tapered to the existing MHWL at

the north line of Polk Avenue and followed the MHWL south to the north line of Young Avenue,

a distance of 2.8 miles (Sheets 1-6, Folder 2 of 2, BBS 73-74-4).

The ECL at Indialantic and Melbourne Beach was approved by the Florida Board of Trustees

on June 26, 1979. A Florida DNR Division of Beaches and Shores (DBS) construction permit

(DBS 79-0009) was issued on June 18, 1979, for the Brevard County beach erosion control

project segment at Indialantic and Melbourne Beach.

Approximately 4.5 Mcy of beach-quality sand were available for a beach fill from the 1974-

1975 Trident work (see later descriptions of the Federal navigation and shore-protection project

activity). Approximately 1 Mcy were needed to construct the Cape Canaveral segment. The

remaining 3.5 Mcy were to have been placed on the beach as a cost-effective way of disposing of

the material. The 4.5 Mcy, if placed uniformly along the 2.8 miles south of Canaveral Harbor,

would have resulted in a 400-ft-wide construction berm. The ECL was to be placed seaward of

the June 29, 1973, MHWL by 300 ft throughout the 2.8-mile project length. This location of the

ECL was to allow placement of the 3.5 Mcy of Trident Fill beach disposal material in accordance

with Chapter 161.141 F. S., which states in part that the ECL shall not be jlxed for beach

restoration projects that result from inlet or navigation channel maintenance dredging projects.

The 1 Mcy destined for the shore-protection project were to be placed seaward of the ECL.

2.4.5. Federal Jurisdictional Boundaries

Since 1972, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), through the National

Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), has identified Coastal High Hazard Areas, termed

V- (Velocity) Zones. As depicted on NFIP Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs), V-Zones are

areas subject to damage by waves 3 ft or higher during the 100-year event. Zones subject to the

100-year ffood with waves less than 3 fl high are labeled as A-Zones. The inland extents of the

V- and A-Zones are derived from computer models that calculate the landward penetration of a

storm surge that can support a breaking wave 3 II in height.

15

The Bureau of Beaches and Shores (BBS) was later recategorized, and thus renamed, as the Division of Beaches and
Shores (C)BS) within the DNR. After the FDEP was created, the Division was again changed to the Bureau of Beaches and
Coastal Systems (BBCS).
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In communities that participate in the NFIP, construction is allowed within the V-Zone if it

complies with State and local floodplain ordinances that meet NFIT requirements. Lending

institutions enforce purchase of flood insurance for buildings located in the V-Zone as a

condition of obtaining Federally sponsored or insured mortgages or home-improvement loans.

All parcels of land fronting the Atlantic Ocean in Brevard County are at least partially within the

V-Zone and substantially or wholly within the A-Zone (FIRMs for Brevard County dated

April 1989 and August 1992). The dates that communities in Brevard County were first

identified as being in a flood zone by FEMA are shown in Table 2-3.

Table 2-3. Dates Brevard County communities were
identified as being in a flood zone by FEMA.

Community Identification Date

City of Cape Canaveral Sep 1972

Canaveral Port Authority Ott 1979

Cocoa Beach Jun 1972

I .Sate!lite Beach I Feb 1974 I

Indian Harbour Beach Jun 1972

Town of Indialantic Aug 1972

Melbourne Beach NOV 1972
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3. Assessment of Coastal Chanue

This chapter describes theregional beach andnearshore response to waves and storms that

occur along the coast of Brevard County, with focus on the properties of the test plaintiffs.

Historical shoreline, beach profile, and bathymetry data sets are analyzed to document coastal

evolution prior to and after construction of Canaveral Harbor. These data represent the primary

sources of information for quantifying the impact of Harbor construction on property downdrift

of the jetties. Data collected by the FDEP, the USC&GS (now NOS), and the USACE are the

foundation upon which objective evaluations are made for assessing impacts at the properties of

the test plaintiffs.

3.1. Data Sources

Three sources of data were analyzed for quantizing shoreline-position change that has

occurred along the coast of Brevard County for the period of record (1 875 to 1998). Historical

shoreline data sets from the NOS and a May 1996 shoreline surveyed using GPS technology

established a consistent record of continuous measurements along the coast at an interpreted

HWL (Table 3-1). FDEP and USACE beach-profile survey data were analyzed to determine

cross-shore change in beach shape.

Beach-profile survey data document short-term shoreline change at a 1,000-ft longshore

spacing. NOS hydrographic data sets from 1929 and 1956 surveys, bounded on the landward

side with the 1928 and 1948 NOS shoreline surveys, documented beach and nearshore sand

volume changes prior to Harbor construction. Also, a hydrographic survey conducted for this

study by the USACE (May 1996), together with the 1996 GPS shoreline survey, shows the beach

and nearshore change resulting from Harbor construction.

The Canaveral Harbor entrance and jetties were constructed over the period June 1951 to

September 1954 (see the chronology in Table 2-1 and Appendix F). Immediate post-construction

bathymetric survey data are not available to define morphologic adjustments after construction of

the north Harbor entrance jetty. As a replacement, the 1948 NOS shoreline survey provided a

surrogate landward boundary of the bathymetric surface to document beach and nearshore change

prior to Harbor construction. As such, the available 1929 and 1956 NOS hydrographic surveys

primarily documented pre-construction adjustments in sand volume north of the Harbor.

All coastal morphology data sets contain errors that are related to measurement technique,

map scale, and digital data-compilation and analysis procedures. In this study, to judge the

significance of measured rates of beach and shoreline change, potential errors are quantified and

compared with measurements. In considering all potential inherent errors associated with data

compilation and analysis, it is recognized that these apply to each individual data set. In making

comparisons of shoreline-position and bathymetric change, errors in measurement and technique
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accumulate. If it is assumed that individual errors represent standard deviations, a root-mean-

square (rms) approach can be applied to provide a realistic assessment of combined potential

errors (Merchant 1987, Crowell, Weatherman, and Buckley 1991). In other words, if sources of

error are independent, there is some cancellation of error, resulting in a reduction of combined

potential errors.

Table 3-2 summarizes estimates of potential positional error for the primary data sources

analyzed in this study. The rms error for 1875/79 topographic maps (T-sheets; 1:20,000 scale) is

about *5O ft, whereas the 1928 and 1948 T-sheets (1 :20,000) and the 1970 topographic

photomaps (TP-sheets; 1: 10,000) contain about +55 and +27 ft of potential error, respectively.

The GPS survey provided the most accurate measurement of shoreline position, with an

estimated maximum rms error of+ 14 ft. Table 3-3 provides a summary of maximum rrns errors

for available shoreline change data for the study area.

Table 3-1. Characteristics of shoreline data sources.rDate

1875/79

April 29-30, 1928

1=
April 1948

February 1970

May 20-22, 1996

Data Source

USC&GS Topographic
Maps (1 :20,000)

USC&GS Topographic
Maps (1:20,000)

USC&GS Topographic
Maps (1:20,000)

USC&GS Topographic
‘hotomaps in Cooperation

with State of Florida
(1:10,000)

Differential GPS Survey
(1:1)

Comments and Map Numbers

First shoreline surveyed with standard engineering techniques;

1875 – New Smyrna Beach to False Cape
(T-sheets 1415a, 1415b, 1423);

1877 – Cape Canaveral to Cocoa Beach
(T-sheets 1450a, 1450 b);

1878/79 - Indialantic to Sebastian Inlet (T-sheets 1460, 1478)

All maps produced from interpreted aerial photography

(T-sheets 4530, 4440b, 4441 b, 4442b, 4554,4555, 4556)

All maps produced from interpreted aerial photography
(T-sheets 9162.9164.9165.9168. 9171.9174, 8880, 8882, 8884

All photomaps produced from interpreted aerial photography
[TP-sheets 135, 136, 138, 140, 142, 143, 145, 146,147, 149)

North boundary of Cape Canaveral National Seashore to
Sebastian Inlet
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Table 3-2. Estimates of potential error associated with shoreline position surveys.

Traditional Engineering Field Surveys (1875/79)

Location of rodded points &3 ft
Location of plane table +6to10ft
Interpretation of high-water shoreline position at rodded *loto13ft

points
Error because of sketching between rodded points upto+16ft

Cartographic Errors (all maps for this study)
Map Scale

1:10,000 1:20,000

Inaccurate location of control points on map relative to
true field location Upto+loft up to +20 ft
Placement of shoreline on map +16ft +33 ft
Line width for representing shoreline *loft +20 ft
Digitizer error 53 ft +6 ft
Operator error +3 ft 5=6ft

Aerial Surveys (1928, 1948, and 1970 shorelines)
Map Scale

1:10,000 1:20,000

Delineating high-water shoreline position +16ft +33 ft

GPS Survey (1996 shoreline)

Delineating high-water shoreline *3 to loft
Position of measured points +6 to 76 ft (specified); +3 to 10 ft (field tests

Sources: Shalowitz 1964; Ellis 1978; Kruczynski and Lange 1990; Anders and Byrnes 1991;
Crowell, Weatherman, and Buckley 1991

Table 3-3. Maximum potential rms error for shoreline change data.

Date 1928 1948 1970 1996

+74,5’ *74.5 *56.9 +52,0
~875/79

(*1,5)2 (+1,0) (+0.6) (+0.4)

+78.1 +61,5 +56.9
1928

(+3.9) (+1.5) (+0.8)

+61.5 *56.9
1948

(*2.8) (+1.2)

+30,5
1970

(+1.1)

‘ Magnitude of potential error associated with high-water shoreline position
change (ft).

2 Rate of potential error associated with high-water shoreline position change
(ftlyear).
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3.2. Seasonal Beach Change and Variability

Beaches and dunes are dynamic morphologic features that experience substantial seasonal

fluctuations and spatial variability in elevation, width, and shape. In winter, beaches commonly

have low relief because energetic waves and currents remove sand from the beach face and

transport it offshore. Conversely, in summer, beaches typically display constructive features

formed from sand deposited on the foreshore. Typical winter and summer beach profiles are

depicted schematically in Figure 3-1. In regions with relatively low rates of long-term shoreline

recession, seasonal changes in shoreline position can exceed the annual recession rate by many

times. Consequently, accurate representation of average beach change depends on consistent

seasonal comparisons to reduce inter-annual variations. For Brevard County, inter-annual

variation in shoreline position associated with seasonal change is estimated to reach +30 ft by
16

examination of FDEP beach-profile surveys.
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Figure 3-1. Schematic showing typical winter and summer beach profile shapes,

Another factor influencing shoreline position as determined from beach-profile survey data is

the uncertainty associated with interpolating between FDEP lines (R-monuments) that are spaced

approximately 800 to 1,000 ft apart. This uncertainty is of particular concern at the study site,

which has mixed nounshed beach and natural beach together with coastal structures. Depending

on natural variation in beach and dune morphology along a coast and the influence of structures

(e.g., seawalls, bulkheads, and rubble), variability in shoreline position is estimated to be as

i

16

Comparison of profile shape at R-7 and R-44 (Figures 4-5 and 4-11) for winter (January 1985) and summer (August
1985) shows a 30-ft maximum seasonal change in contour position,
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much as ~ 15 ft. Because the surveys were not performed exactly at the date of purchase of the

property, additional uncertainty is introduced. Given these inconsistencies, shoreline-position

variability associated with interpolation and variability along the beach is estimated to be *3O ft.

In summary, seasonal changes and inconsistencies between purchase dates and times of

available surveys must be considered for quantifying and interpreting the significance of

shoreline-position change at a site, particularly as it relates to the MHW property boundary. In

analyzing data from different seasons that bracket the property purchase date, one can expect

variation in shoreline position on the order of *45 ft (total rms error for combined errors from

seasonal variability, interpolation between profiles, and longshore variability in the beach).

3.3. Long-Term Shoreline Change

This section describes measurements and calculations of shoreline change for two time

periods, the pre-Harbor time period represented by 1877 to 1948 and the post-Harbor period

represented by 1948 to 1996. These measurements are referenced to the HWL (See Chapter 2).

3.3.1. Shoreline Change prior to Harbor Construction (1877 to 1948)

The earliest shoreline surveys prior to Harbor construction include an initial field survey

conducted in 1877 and aerial photographic surveys completed in April 1928 and April 1948.

Although property ownership by the plaintiffs did not begin until the early 1950s, an assessment

of shoreline response prior to this time is necessary to evaluate the impact of Harbor construction

on beach evolution. For the periods 1877 to 1928 and 1877 to 1948, the shoreline extending

from 12,000 t? north of the Harbor to approximately 35,000 ft south of the Harbor showed

advance (Figure 3-2). However, the shoreline south of this point to Sebastian Inlet receded and

advanced independent of the Harbor. The rate of change varies between the two time periods.

Greatest variation in beach response occurs north of the Harbor, adjacent to Cape Canaveral

shoals. This area receives substantial quantities of sand from the north through southerly

directed longshore transport that supplied large quantities of sand to southern beaches in Brevard

County. Between 1877 and 1928, shoreline advance along beaches within 30,000 ft south of the

Harbor occurred at rates ranging from approximately O to 8 ft/year. Although the direction of

shoreline movement between 1877 and 1948 had the same trend as for the period 1877 to 1928,

the magnitude of change decreased slightly within the first 7,000 ft south of the Harbor.
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Figure 3-2. Change in historical shoreline position (HWL)prior to Harbor construction.

3.3.2. Shoreline Change after Harbor Construction (l948tol996)

After Harbor construction, greater shoreline advance occurred north of the Harbor because of

impoundment at the north jetty. The shoreline for about 7,000 ft of coast directly south of the

Harbor receded as a result of this impoundment and deposition into the entrance channel.

Change in shoreline position for the period-l 948 to 1970 was evaluated using NOS data sets,

which were also compiled and analyzed by the FDEP.17 A reevaluation of the FDEP historical

data set was completed in the present study as a quality control and assurance procedure because

these data are central for determining alleged losses. A May 1996 GPS ground survey was also

performed in this study to evaluate cumulative shoreline changes to that date, representing the

“present,” for regional geomorphic analysis. Figure 3-3 shows post-construction shoreline

response prior to and after the beach fill in 1974/75. Between April 1948 and February 1970,

downdrift shoreline recession occurred along a reach extending to about 7,000 ft south of the

Harbor. For the same period, south of this 7,000-ft reach to approximately 34,000 ft south of the

Harbor, the shoreline advanced about 50 ft. The change from net shoreline recession to net

shoreline advance determines the boundary of Harbor-induced erosion to be located within

7,000 ft south of the jetty. South of this location, no net adverse impacts to the beach can be

attributed to the Harbor for the period 1948 to 1996, because the shoreline advanced.

17

The FDEP historical shoreline-position data from the 1948 and 1970 NOS data sets were obtained from the FDEP
Internet web site at http:ltwww.dep, state, fl.usl.
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Between April 1948 and February 1970, the shoreline receded from the south jetty to

approximately 7,000 fl south. The FDEP and present study results for this period are consistent

in trend and direction of shoreline change. The magnitude of advance south of 7,000 ft is less for

the FDEP data than determined in the present study. Overall, shoreline adjustments between the

February 1970 and December 1993 (FDEP) and from February 1970 and May 1996 (this study)

show the shoreline advanced to at least 27,000 ft south of the Harbor, demonstrating the long-

term effectiveness of the beach fill. Shoreline change analysis for this study shows greater

advance, possibly caused by seasonal differences in the survey end dates (December 1993 for the

FDEP analysis and May 1996 for this study). Greater shoreline advance adjacent to the south

jetty (as shown in Figure 3-3c for the data taken in the present study) results from beach fills that

occurred between December 1993 and May 1996 (Table 2-l).

FDEP beach-profile data were also analyzed to document shoreline response between

September 1972 and February 1998 (see Appendix F for description of the available USACE and

FDEP survey data). Because historical shoreline-position data are collected differently than

beach-profile data, the different data sets were compared to determine possible inconsistencies.18

Figure 3-4 shows potential differences that can exist between shoreline position and beach-

profile survey. The April 1948 and February 1970 shorelines are from NOS surveys, whereas

September 1972 was the first FDEP beach-profile survey. The trend of erosion and accretion to

approximately 27,000 ft fkom the south Harbor jetty is consistent between the two data sets.

South of this position to about 34,000 ft, the beach-profile data show recession, whereas the NOS

map data show advance. The difference in trends maybe due in part to the different season and

date of termination (February 1970 versus September 1972). This comparison indicates that data

of the same type are desirable for increasing the confidence of calculations of shoreline change.

To maintain consistency in comparing shoreline change between shoreline-position surveys

and beach-profile surveys, an elevation for the HWL was estimated from beach response

identified in profile surveys of beaches in the study area. Through the examination of

morphologic features on beach profiles, an elevation of 8.0 ft NGVD was judged to represent the

location of the HWL (this elevation is consistent with the design berm crest for past and planned

USACE beach fills (USACE 1996)). For quanti~ing shoreline change from beach-profile

surveys, the 8-ft elevation served as a surrogate for the HWL.

From September 1972 to August 1985, sand placement on the beach south of the Harbor in

1974/75 advanced the shoreline an average of 95 ft within about 26,000 ft of the south jetty

(Figure 3-5). Between August 1985 and February 1998, the shoreline receded an average of 69 ft

within 17,000 ft (FDEP Monument R-19) of the south jetty, while the shoreline south of this

,0

‘0 See Section 2.4: Shoreline-position surveys are continuous longshore measurements of the interpreted HWL; beach-
profile surveys are measurements of elevation across the shore on lines from which shoreline position can be referenced to
MHW.
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erosion zone to R-48 (45,000 ft from jetty) advanced an average of 32 ft. For the period

September 1972 to February 1998, the shoreline advanced an average of 42 ft for most of the

coast south of the south jetty except for a 5,000 -ft-long segment located between R-4 and R-9

that experienced an average 9 ft of recession (Figure 3-5). These trends indicate that, since 1972,

nearly all coastal impacts (beach erosion and shoreline recession) caused by the Harbor

been mitigated by placement of sand just south of the entrance channel.
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Figure 3-4. Shoreline-position change prior to the 1974/75 beach fill comparing beach response derived

from NOS data to that derived from the 1948 NOS shoreline and the 1972 FDEP beach-profile data.

Shoreline-position change plotted in Figure 3-5- shows that the maximum distance of

downdrift impact of Harbor construction after the 1974/75 beach fill is about 17,000 ft.

Historical shoreline-position change prior to this beach fill (Figure 3-3) exhibited an impact zone

Iocated about 7,000 ft south of the Harbor. The difference in impact distances is interpreted to be

associated with beach adjustments (equilibration and spreading losses)qg after fill placement,
20

unrelated to response of the natural or native beach. After placement of sand on the beach in

1974/75, the beach south of the area of erosion located adjacent to the south jetty benefited

substantially from southward sand transport.

19

Initially, sand placed on the beach will not be in equilibrium and will have a different slope and shoreline orientation as
compared with the natural (pre-fill beach). Over several months to years, the placed material will be transported at rates
greater than the naturally occurring rates. These processes are referred to as equilibration (across shore) of the profile and
spreading (aiongshore). Both equilibration and spreading appear as volume losses at the original site of the placement.
20

Placement of sand on the beach in 1974/75 was the least-cost disposal alternative of sand dredged from the Harbor
channel, As such, the operation was not a beach-fill project, which would have its own Federal authorization and shore
protedlon as a main objective. However, for simplicity of language, the 1974/75 sand placement will be called a beach fill.
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Shoreline position change (relative to the 8-ft NGVD reference datum) was extracted from beach-profile

data collected by the FDEP and the USACE.
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3.3.3. Coastal Sand- Volume Change

Previous studies have estimated sand-volume change in the littoral zone through analysis of

shoreline and beach-profile change. The present study quantified regional changes in sand

volume by analysis of historical bathymetric data for the years 1929, 1956, and 1996, coupled

with shoreline-position data for 1928, 1948, and 1996. The NOS hydrographic survey of 1956 is

the closest survey data set available to distinguish bathymetric change before and after Harbor

construction (construction of the Harbor entrance was completed 1954, see Table 2-1).

Bathymetric surfaces were generated for each time period to calculate net volume changes by

comparing surfaces (see Byrnes and Hiland 1995 for methods). Pre-construction (1929- 1956)

and post-construction (1956- 1996) bathymetric surveys were compared to quantify differences in

sand-volume change and to identify sediment transport patterns in the vicinity of Canaveral

Harbor. Data from the post-construction time interval provided detailed information on sand-

volume adjustments in the littoral zone to assess net longshore transport rates and sand-bypassing

requirements (from north to south at the entrance channel). Volume change for the interval 1929

to 1956 served as a baseline estimate of pre-construction sediment transport patterns within the

vicinity of the Harbor.

Initial evaluation of volume changes from the HWL seaward to the 17-ft depth contour

(NGVD) south of the Harbor was complicated by beach-nourishment activities that occurred

between 1956 and 1996, introducing some uncertainty in formulating a sediment budget and

associated transport rates. A central issue of this analysis was to quantify the amount of

southward sand transport to estimate beach change before the Harbor was constructed. For this

purpose, it was determined that analysis of volume changes north of the entrance channel jetty,

combined with estimates of sand volumes dredged from the north side of the entrance channel,

would provide a direct estimate of net longshore transport rates and sand-bypassing requirements.

Two assumptions were made in this analysis: (1) the Harbor is a total littoral barrier, and

(2) the rate of beach-volume adjustment prior to Harbor construction is representative of changes

that would have continued to beaches north of the Harbor if the Harbor had not been built. Both

assumptions21 are supported by long-term trends in shoreline- and bathymetric-change data sets

(1875/78 to 1929 and 1929 to 1956). Comparison of bathymetric surfaces for the period 1956 to

1996 reveals a well-defined area of accretion north of the entrance channel jetty that extends

about 12,000 ft to the north and offshore from the high-water shoreline to the 17-ft depth

contour. Total sand accumulation for this zone is 8.36 +1.46 Mcy (the potential vertical

measurement error for the surface model comparison is *1.6 ft), which includes naturally

21
Analysis of historical shoreline and bathymetry data sets, as well as USACE dredging records for Port Canaveral, show

that the Harbor has trapped all sand transported from the north that would othenwise have reached beaches south of the
south Harbor entrance jetty. If the Harbor were not present, it is believed that beaches in the vicinity of the Harbor would be
changing similar to that found for historical trends.
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occurring additions of volume to the beach and those associated with impoundment at the jetty.

Changes in sand volume for this same area from 1929 to 1956 show net accretion of

4.12 fl .46 Mcy (natural beach volume additions). Dredging records indicate that sand

deposition in two well-defined areas along the north side of the entrance channel occurs at a rate

of 67,000 to 99,000 cy/year (Bodge 1994). This range of deposition rates represents the quantity

of sand transported through and around the north j etty.

Given these data, the net longshore transport rate in the vicinity of the Harbor is determined

as the sum of sand accumulation north of the north jetty (8.36 Mcy over 40 years gives

209,000 cy/year) and the rate of sand deposited along the edge of the north channel (maximum

deposition in two areas along the edge of the north channel is 99,000 cy/year). Consequently,

southerly directed, net long-term sand transport north of the Harbor (equal to net long-term sand

accumulation at the total littoral barrier) has been occurring at a rate of approximately 308,000

~28,()()() cy/year. The amount of sand that was transported to beaches south of this point prior to

Harbor construction is obtained by subtracting the net accretion rate in this area from 1929 to

1956 (4. 12 Mcylyear over 27 years, or 153,000 *41,000 cy/year) from the total sand

accumulation rate of 308,000 cy/year. The resultant sand-bypassing rate k 155,000

+26,000 cy/year. 22 This rate of sand bypassing k equivalent to 6.4 +1.1 Mcy of sand for the past

41 years (1956 to 1997).

Approximately 6.3 Mcy of sand have been placed on or along the shore south of Canaveral

Harbor in Brevard County, of which 4.0 Mcy were placed by the USACE and local sponsors

within a 17,000-ft-long zone directly south of the Harbor, where evidence of Harbor-induced

erosion exists. The remaining 2.3 Mcy of sand were placed on beaches or in nearshore disposal

areas located farther than 17,000 ft south of the Harbor. Consequently, from 1956 to 1997, the

supplied volume of 6.3 Mcy replaced the sand that would have been transported south by the

longshore current, if not for the Harbor.

Furthermore, approximately 90% of the plaintiffs purchased their properties after 1972.23 If

155,000 cy/year had been bypassed between 1972 and 1997, 3.9 Mcy would have been placed,

which is equivalent to the amount of material (4.0 Mcy) placed by the USACE within the first

17,000 ft south of the Harbor. Calculation of shoreline-position change from measurements

. .
LA

The USACE would not have bypassed 155,000 cy each year since 1972. If the USACE had started to bypass sand in
1972, it would have been based on the data in the 1962 authorization, and the rate of 350,000 cylyear was the stated goal
at that time. The USACE did not change (lower) its estimate of bypassing until the 1987 General Design Memorandum for
the Sand Transfer Plant. In 1987, the USACE estimated the net deficit for the first 2,1 miles south of the Harbor to be
136,000 cy/year, after tightening of the south jetty. The current USACE sand-bypassing rate is based on the 1993 General
Re-evaluation Report rate of 106,000 cy/year. Although the 1996 USACE Feasibility Report (Appendix A, Paragraph A-96)
for the Brevard County Shore Protection Project recommended a bypassing rate increase to 156,000 cy/year, this rate has
not yet been implemented by the USACE. The amount of material for each future sand bypassing will be based on
monitoring surveys of the borrow and disposal areas for the sand bypassing.
23

Of these 907., 50% purchased in the 1980s and 28°A purchased in the 1990s
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shows net advance during this time period, supporting the independent estimate of sand

bypassing presented above (Figure 3-3).

In summary, regional shoreline-change analysis shows that erosion of the natural (Pre-

proiect) beach that can be attributed to sand blockage by Canaveral Harbor occurs in a zone that

extends about 7,000 fl south of the south jetty (Figure 3-3). Also, FDEP beach-profile data

indicate net shoreline recession extending as far as 17,000 fl south of the Harbor after the

1974/75 beach fill was completed (Figure 3-5 b). It is emphasized that the 7,000-ft erosion zone

pertains to the natural beach (beach prior to beach fill), and the 17,000-ft erosion zone pertains to

the beach-fill area. In other words, along the beach extending south from 7,000 to 17,000 fi

from the south jetty, primarily beach fill has eroded and spread since its placement in 1974/75,

and not the preexisting beach (prior to the fill) that was in the area. According to the present

study, the bypassing rate required for mitigating Harbor-induced downdrift erosion along the

beach fi-om the south jetty to 7,000 ft south is 155,000 +26,000 cy/year.

3.4. Impact of Storms on Brevard County Beaches

Brevard County is susceptible to erosion by tropical cyclones (hurricanes and tropical storms)

and extratropical storms (northeasters). The more severe storms that have impacted the project

coast are discussed in Chapter 2, and Appendix C gives an annotated listing of storms that have

been documented to cause notable erosion in recent times. Erosion of the beach and dune by

storms is independent of the presence of the Harbor. Therefore, at the properties of the test

plaintiffs, erosion caused by storms must be estimated so that it is not attributed to the Harbor.24

As seen in F&ure 2-6, the number of documented erosional hurricanes and tropical storms

increased in the period 1947 to 1975, as compared with the periods 1899 to 1946 and 1976 to

1995. In particular, the frequency of storms became higher immediately afier construction of

Canaveral Harbor, for the period 1954 to 1975 (see, also, Bodge and Savage 1992).

The elevated water level (tide plus storm surge) accompanying more severe storms allows

waves to reach the dune face, causing erosion. A beach berm protects the dune from wave attack

and erosion by milder storms, but elevated water levels of more severe storms allow waves to

travel over even a wide beach to reach the dunes. Appendix D contains photographs of dune

scarping (a scarp is a vertical or near-vertical cut in the beach or dune produced by waves and

currents) both to the north and to the south’ of the Harbor.

24

In contrast to storm-induced beach and dune erosion, which is rapid, accretion or buildup of beaches and dunes is a
gradual process of transport of sand from the dry beach berm to the dune during times of stronger onshore wind. Dune
buildup takes many years, assuming that the dunes are not disturbed and the process is left uninhibited. Along the coast
south of the Canaveral Harbor, construction on top of the dunes (lawns, houses, parking lots, and shore-protection
structures) interferes with the dune-building process. The dunes cannot grow in elevation with subsequent increase in width
that would increase their volume. Placement of sand fences on the upper portion of the beach adjacent to the south jetty of
Canaveral Harbor is a notable exception in which growth of sand dunes is promoted, A suticient width of dry beach is
required, typically about 30 fl, for full development of wind-blown sand to occur,
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In summary, storm-induced erosion on the coast south of Canaveral Harbor is a predominantly

unidirectional process of beach and dune-face recession and sand volume loss, independent of

the Harbor. Beach erosion exposes dunes to erosion by milder storms and, if the beach narrows

greatly, it reduces dune buildup by wind-blown sand. The main cause of dune erosion is the

combined elevated water levels and higher, longer period waves accompanying storms.

The following sections describe calculations performed to estimate erosion of beaches and

dunes produced by three severe storms documented to have severely impacted the Brevard

County coast (see Table 2-1 and Appendix C). Potential beach and dune erosion is estimated by
2526

application of a numerical simulation model. ‘

3.4.1. Model Calibration

The SBEACH model had been previously calibrated and verified in the Feasibility Report

(USACE 1996) for profile lines R-124 and R-31, respectively. Pre-storm and post-storm profile-

survey data were available for Tropical Storm (TS) Gordon, which struck the Brevard County

coast in November 1994 (Table 3-4). The available data are discussed in the Feasibility Report.

Because periodic upgrades to SBEACH may produce slightly different final profile shapes for the

same input conditions, the calibration run for Profile R-124 was repeated with the newer version

of SBEACH (version 2.0) available for the present study. Also, the present study employed time

series of hourly water-level measurements made at a USACE-NOS tide gauge located at

St. Augustine (approximately 110 miles north of Canaveral Harbor), whereas the Feasibility

Report made use of an estimated water-level time series. The estimated hydrography was based

on the measured peak surge elevation, surge duration, and tidal-cycle characteristics of Brevard

county.

Confirmation of model operation for TS Gordon is shown in Figure 3-6, with the difference

between calculated profiles in the present work and the Feasibility Report. The central area of

interest is removal of sand and recession of the dune in the region between about 100 and 200 ft

25

The terminology “potential” in the present situation refers to a beach and dune that are not armored on the dune face or at
the top of the dune. Anmoring would reduce the actual erosion to less than the potential. The numerical model applied is
called SBEACH, an acronym for ~torm-induced ~ch CHange (Larson and Kraus 1989; Larson, Kraus, and Bymes
1990). SBEACH is applied by the USACE, as well as by%tate agencies and private consulting companies, to estimate
storm-induced dune erosion for shore-protection design.
26

SBEACH has recently been demonstrated to perform well through comparisons of calculations against a comprehensive
database of measurements in the field and laboratory (VVise, Smith, and Larson 1996). Details about the model can be
found in the related references and in a number of other publications. The model calculates storm-induced dune and beach
erosion produced by elevated water levels and energetic waves. Basic inputs to the model are time series (over the
duration of the storm) of water level; wave height and period; initial beach profile shape; representative grain size for the
beach; and various coefficients controlling calibration of the model. The principal calibration parameter is called K, and it
and other input parameters were set to values determined in the Feasibility Report (USACE 1996), The value of K
determined is also the default or typical value recommended for situations where calibration data are lacking, indicating the
calculations were not biased,
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offshore, at elevations above approximately 4 ft NGVD. The difference between the two

calculations is small, with the maximum departure being at one grid cell on the dune face.

Experience with the SBEACH model, including a recent validation with a large data set (Wise,

Smith, and Larson 1996), indicates that calibrated model calculations have a typical accuracy of

about *1 5°/0 in estimating erosion volume above mean water level (in the present study, storm-

induced erosion kmdwa.rd of the MHW line was tabulated). To account for uncertainties in the

input data and lack of knowledge of the exact profile shape on specific dates for which information

is needed in this study, a total uncertainty

calculated (best-estimate) value was assigned.
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Figure 3-6. Reproduction of calibration calculation at R-124 for Tropical Storm Gordon

in the Feasibility Report (USACE 1996).
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3.4.2. Three Selected Storms for Analysis

Threeofthemost damaging storms that occurred during or around the time of ownership

were selected to investigate potential for beach and dune erosion on profile-sumey lines

representative of the beach and dune at the properties of the two test plaintiffs. The storms span

an approximate 10-year period from late 1984 to late 1994 at approximate 5-year intervals. This

period corresponds to the beach and dune condition near the times of purchase of the two test

plaintiffs through to the near present. Each of these three storms was documented as having

produced major damage along the Brevard County coast, and they are representative of both

major types of storms, i.e., tropical and extratropical storms.

The selected storms are listed in Table 3-4, and information about their erosive damage is

contained in Appendix C. Pairs of plots for each of the storms, one showing the time series of

water level, and the other showing the time period of the wave height and period, are contained

in Appendix E.
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Table 3-4. Storms selected for beach- and dune-erosion calculations and source of water-

Ievel data.

Storm Date NOS Tide Gauge

Thanksgiving Day northeaster November 24, 1984 Mayport

(No name) Northeaster March 11, 1989 Fernandina

Tropical Storm Gordon November 16, 1994 St. Augustine

Thanksgiving Day northeaster 1984. This northeaster was the most devastating erosive

storm to impact Brevard County in modem times. Water level (Figure E-1) was elevated through

several high tides during a broad peak of high waves (Figure E-2) lasting about 3 days.

Therefore, severe northeasters, which are slow moving and of large size, can be as or more

erosive than hurricanes (Larson and Kraus 1991), which are typically of smaller size and faster

moving.

Northeaster of 1989. A March 1989 northeaster substantially eroded the Brevard County

coast, having high waves for more than 4 days through several high tides combined with storm

surge. See Figures E-3 and E-4.

Tropical Storm Gordon 1994. This storm crossed the Florida Peninsula at Naples, exited at

Canaveral, went along the coast to North Carolina, then returned. Elevated water level

(Figure E-5) and high waves (Figure E-6) persisted over a relatively long duration

(approximately 6 days) for a tropical cyclone.

3.4.3. Analysis of Storm-Induced Erosion at the Applegate Property

To conduct the analysis of beach and dune erosion by multiple storms at the Applegate

property, the July 1983 FDEP profile survey at R-7 was selected to represent the pre-storm

conditions for the 1984 Thanksgiving Day northeaster. 27 As discussed in Chapter 1, for the

period of the analysis (November 1984 to November 1994), substantial rubble on the beach berm

fronted the structure and upland of the Applegate property. Therefore, the upland behind the

structure will not notably respond to storm action, because the rubble serves as shore protection

or armoring, similar to, but not as efficient as, a rubble revetment or a bulkhead. The beach and

dune can only erode to the rubble, which was the situation after placement of the 1974/75 fill.

27

Horizontal coverage offshore is coarse at 50-ft intervals, but the survey extends from landward of the dune crest to an
elevation of -5.89 fl NGVD. To complete the profile so that it could serve as a realistic initial condition for subjection to the
three storms, the December 1993 offshore survey data for R-7 were appended from elevation -5.9 ft and translated as
required, After the dune-erosion calculation for each storm was completed, the resultant calculated profile, which was in
equilibrium with the storm, was replaced with data from the December 1993 survey from the +4-ft elevation to the seaward
limit of the survey data. This combination of profiles provided a realistic and consistent profile shape to serve as the next
initial condition for the subsequent storm.
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Calculation results at R-7 for the three selected storms, with the final profile position as post-

TS Gordon, are shown in Figure 3-8. The storms caused substantial erosion on the upper beach.

Specifically, as listed in Table 3-5, the MHW shoreline receded approximately 15 fl during the

Thanksgiving Day storm, 31 ft during the March 1989 northeaster, and 24 ft during the 1994

Tropical Storm Gordon. The SBEACH modeI produced some washover, which is the landward

transport of sand.

Table 3-5 summarizes both the MHWL recession and maximum net loss of beach and dune

volume landward of the location of the MHWL in the units of cubic yards per foot (cy/ft) of

beach alongshore. Offshore sand transport rates ranged between 10.8 and 11.9cy/I?.Usingthe

conversionthat1 cy/ft= 2.5cu m/m, themaximum transportratesfallintherangeof 27 to

29.8cu m/m ofberm crest.Theseratesareinthemidrangeofstorm-inducedbeachand dune-

eroslonratesasdocumentedby SavageandBlrkemeler(1987)measuredfor13stormsatseveral

northeasternbeachesof the United Statesfacingthe AtlanticOcean. Itk noted thatthe

calculatedbeach and dune erosionand recessioncorrespondstoa profilethatisnotarmored.

Such would have beenthecaseforthefillplacedalongthebeachin1974/75.The cumulative

eroded volume from the storms is calculated as (11.9+1 1.3+10.8 cy/ft) x 106 R = 3,600 cy.
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Figure 3-8. R-7: Beach recession by three selected recent storms.
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Table 3-5. Summary of potential erosion of Profile Line R-7 by three selected storms.

Storm Sequence
Change of the Maximum Volume-

MHWL, ft Loss Rate, cy/ft

Initial 07/1983 – Thanksgiving NE 11/1984 -15.0 -11,9

Post-Thanksgiving NE 11/1984 – NE 03/1989 -30.9 -11.3

Post NE 03/1989 – TS Gordon 11/1994 -23.8 -10,8

Total Change of the MHWL,

0711983 to 1111994 (three storms)
-69.7 --

For comparison, beach-profile change between September 1972 and December 30, 1993,

measured at R-7 and R-8 is plotted on Figure 3-9. Numerical calculations of beach-profile

change for the three storms, with survey data from R-7 as the initial condition, give recession and

erosion less than that documented by the surveys as described below. The magnitude of erosion

at R-8, located approximately 900 ft to the south of R-7, k less significant because the nearest

survey in time occurred on August 27, 1985. Comparison of the August 1985 surveys for both

R-monuments indicates similar beach dimensions relative to the position of the dune.

3.4.4. Analysis of Storm-Induced Erosion at the Noi-o Property

Profile Line R-43 was selected to represent the condition of the beach and dune near the Nero

property. Remnants of a wooden bulkhead (apparently destroyed in the 1984 Thanksgiving Day

northeaster), sand-filled bags, and some stone rubble presently front this property. Therefore, the

dune behind these objects will be protected against mild storms, but not against severe storms.

To conduct the calculations of dune erosion by multiple storms, the FDEP profile-survey data

at R-43 for May 1982 were selected to represent the beach and dune. 28 This survey was made

just prior to the devastating 1984 Thanksgiving Day storm. Coverage for the survey extends

from landward of the dune crest to an elevation of –6.5 ft NGVD. To complete the profile so

that it could serve as a realistic initial condition for subjection to the three storms, the December

1993 survey data for R-43 were appended from elevation –7.5 to –32 ft NGVD.2’

28

For the calculation, the stone revetment Ioeated at the dune on Survey Line R43 was not included (although this is
possible in SBEACH) in order to calculate storm-induced erosion of a profile representative of that at the Nero property.
29

A point at –32-tl elevation was added to the profile some 4,000 ft offshore to extend the measured protile and allow
random storm waves to break beyond the limit of the actual survey data at elevation of about –25 ft. After the dune-erosion
calculation for each storm was completed, the resultant calculated profile, which was in equilibrium with the storm, was
replaced with data from the December 1993 survey from the +4-ft elevation to the seaward limit of the suwey data. This
combination of profiles provided a realistic and consistent profile shape to sefve as the initial condition for the subsequent
storm.
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Figure 3-9, Beach profile change at FDEP Monuments R-7 and R-8.

Calculation results at R-43 for the three selected storms, with the final profile position as

post-TS Gordon, are shown in Figure 3-10. The storms caused moderate beach erosion and

recession of the dune face, with the Thanksgiving Day northeaster of November 1984 producing

the most erosion. 30 In comparison with the beach recession calculated at R-7 for Applegate

30

The SBEACH calculation for R-43 advanced the MHWL approximately 17 ft
shoreline was taken from the dune and upper beach.

3-20

Material contributing to advance the MHW
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(Figure 3-8), recession at R-43 is considerably less. The smaller recession at R-43 is attributed

to the beach-face slope being closer to equilibrium than at R-7.

For R-43, SBEACH produced no washover because the dune crest was higher than the

highest wave runup. Table 3-6 summarizes calculated change in NIHW shoreline position and

the loss of dune and beach volume landward of the location of the MHWL. Volume lost

landward of the MHWL ranged between 2,1 and 3.9 cy/fl or 5.3 and 9.8 cu m/m of dune crest.

These rates are in the lower range of stonrn-induced dune-erosion rates as documented by Savage

and Birkemeier (1987).
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Figure 3-Io. R-43: Beach recession by three selected recent storms

Table 3-6. Summary of potential erosion of Profile Line R-43 by three selected

storms.

Storm Sequence
Change of the Maximum Volume-

MHWL, ft Loss Rate, cylft

Initial 05/1982 – Thanksgiving NE 11/1984 +17.1 -3.9

Post-Thanksgiving NE 11/1984 – NE 03/1989 -1,7 -2.8

Post-NE 03/1989 – TS Gordon 11/1994 -1.0 -2.1

Total Change of the MHWL
+14,4*

05/1982 to 11/1994
--

* From 1986 to 1996 (bracketing time of ownership) the MHWL change was calculated to be -2.7 ft
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For comparison, beach-profile change between September 1972 and February 1998 measured

at R-43 and R-44 is plotted on Figure 3-11. Profiles at Monument R-43 exhibit limited change

from the dune crest to the MHW shoreline between May 1982 and December 1993. The lack of

change at the dune face is attributed to shore-protection armoring. Profile R-44, 1,000 ft to the

south, has not been armored, and the beach and dune responded differently to the storms.

From September 1972 to January 1985, at least 19 storms impacted the Brevard County coast

(Appendix C). At R-44, the upper beach and dune face receded’ about 30 ft (Figure 3- 11), mainly

in response to the 1984 Thanksgiving Day storm. Significant beach and dune recession was

described in the local newspapers for the Nero property and at other properties as a consequence

of this storm. Calculations of beach and dune erosion caused by storms were performed for the

profile at R-43 without representing the armoring. The modeling calculations produce almost the

same erosion as that measured at R-44, which is not armored.

Similar to beach changes recorded at R-7, where simulated storm impacts accounted for a

significant portion of measured erosion and recession, all of the erosion on the upper beach

(above 5 ft NGVD) and the dune face at R-43 and R-44 can be attributed to storm-induced

erosion. Storm-induced beach-volume loss at Nero for the time of purchase is calculated born

Table 3-6 as (2.8+2.1 cy/ft) x 100 ft = 490 cy.
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Figure 3-11, Beach profile change at FDEP Monuments R-43 and R-44.
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4. Test Plaintiffs’ Pro~erties

This chapter presents an analysis of the coastal property losses and gains experienced by the

test plaintiffs. The analysis draws directly from procedures and material described in the

previous chapter dealing with long-term regional coastal processes and storm impacts.

4.1. Data Analyzed

Surveys of beach profiles made by the FDEP and the USACE were analyzed for calculating

changes in shoreline position and beach volume at the properties of the test plaintiffs according

to the Joint Protocol (Appendix B, Tier 4a). These surveys constitute the primary database for

quantifying shoreline position and sand-volume change as close to test plaintiffs’ properties as

possible. Accuracy of the profile survey procedure is high (plus or minus inches). However, the

profile lines are approximately 1,000 ft apart, and interpolation is necessary to estimate

shoreline position at the properties. Variability in shoreline position associated with

interpolation between profiles at Applegate is estimated at *1 O i? based on small variations in

shoreline orientation between profiles in August 1981. Estimated shoreline-position vanability

between profiles bracketing the Nero property is +15 i? because the upland area fronting the

property in September 1986 was offset seaward of the MHWL for adjacent profiles.

4.2.Applegate Property

The first test plaintiff, Don and Gale Applegate, own a 106. 16-ft-wide parcel with the

northern boundary located approximately 305 ii south of Monument R-7. Until about

September 1997 the structure on the property was a single-family, two-story house that was

originally constructed around 1960. In February 1997, the structure was determined to be

unsafe by the City of Cape Canaveral, which required its removal. Because the house was

vulnerable to collapse, the City deemed the structure to be unsafe and issued a demolition permit

on July 31, 1997; according to the City building inspector, the house and rubble were removed

by March 8, 1998.

Don and Gale Applegate purchased their property in August 1981 for $15,000. At the time

of purchase, there was no dune in front of the structure, but much of the 1974/75 beach fill still

remained. Figure 4-1 shows the location of the Applegate house relative to the dune line in

August 1971, and Figure 1-2 shows almost the same view in May 1996. The house had been

located approximately 200 ft seaward of all other houses south of the Harbor in Brevard County.

In the 1960s, concrete rubble and automobile parts were placed in front of the property in an

attempt to protect against storm waves and flooding (Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2) and were still
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present in December 1997 (Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4).3’ Because of its extreme seaward

location relative to all other houses and structures along the beach in its vicinity, the Applegate

structure was always vulnerable to wave action and flooding during times of annual extreme

high waters that accompany storms and hurricanes. During the October 1974 tropical

depression, a part of the Applegate structure crumbled into the ocean.

Prior to its removal in March 1998, the rubble in front of the Applegate property formed a

barrier, similar to the Canaveral Harbor jetties, to sediment moving alongshore. Because the net

direction of sediment transport is to the south, the Applegate rubble deprived beaches to the

south of material. Figure 4-3 shows the beach of the adjacent property to the south (see also

aerial views in Figures D-8 and D-10).

The 1974/75 beach fill resulted in placement of 2.8 Mcy of beach-quality dredged material

within the first 2 miles of the south jetty. The fill buried the rubble at the Applegate property

and advanced the June 1973 MHWL about 530 ft, based on the “typical” construction cross

section for the area contained in FDEP construction permit No. BBS 73-74-4. After adjustment

of the fill, the shoreline was located approximately 300 ft seaward of the pre-fill MHWL (see

Figure 3-9) and had buried this rubble at the Applegate property.

Figure 4-1. Applegate property, August 1971. Presence of pilings and concrete rubble indicates this
particular structure was vulnerable to wave action 10 years after construction

(source: USACE, Jacksonville).

31

The Applegates, including prior owners within the family, had placed such rubble on the beach periodically since the
1960s, Its presence is documented in local newspapers (Orlando Sentinel, 10/18/68, 10123168, 11105168, and 07/17/69;
and Florida Today 0212517’2, 03/31172, and 05/06/73).
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Figure 4-2. Applegate property viewed from the south adjacent property, February 20, 1997. Location
of Applegate residence and rubble on the beach face and in front of the dune line is clearly evident

(source: N. C. Kraus).

Fiqure 4-3, Seaward side of the A~pleaate mo~ertv, December 3, 1997. Main structure was removed
b; Mr.

Chapter4

Applegate around September ;997;” however, the foundation of the dwelling and the rubble in
front of the structure still remained (source: N. C. Kraus).
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Figure 4-4. Side view of Applegate property, December 3, 1997 (source: N. C. Kraus).

In November 1984, the destructive Thanksgiving Day northeaster storm eroded the eastern

shores of Florida. Some of the greatest damage by the storm took place in Brevard County

(Balsillie 1985). The storm also caused major darnage at the Applegate residence and unearthed

the rubble that had been covered by the 1974/75 beach fill.

The Applegates commissioned a boundary survey of their property in August 1981.

However, the survey does not deiine the MHWL or any other seaward property boundary.

Plaintiffs’ counsel commissioned a current-condition survey for the property in March 1996, and

this survey does indicate the location of the MHWL, as well as the location of the structure and

the rubble on the property at that time,

Repetitive surveys of the beach profile at FDEP Monuments R-7 and R-8 document change

in shoreline position and in sand volume between August 1981 and December 1997. At

Monument R-7, the surveys closest in time agreeing seasonally to the purchase date were those

made on September 6, 1979, and July 26, 1983.32 The MHWL location for these two surveys

was obtained by linear interpolation in time to estimate the August 12, 1981, shoreline position.

At Monument R-8, a slightly diilerent procedure was applied to establish the MHWL at the

purchase date. The two profiles bracketing the time of purchase were surveyed on November 6,

32

A USACE beach-profile survey was performed at R-7 on December 1979, which makes it the closest in time to the
purchase date, but this survey would contain the winter position of the shoreline and would not be compatible with the
August purchase date and the July 1983 survey.
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1973, and on August 27, 1985. Temporal linear interpolation between adjacent profiles (R-7

and R-8) was not appropriate for this situation because of the major beach fill placed in 1974/75,

significantly advancing the shoreline position. Therefore, trends identified to exist between

August 27, 1985, and December 1, 1993, were extrapolated to estimate shoreline position and

beach-profile characteristics on August 12, 1981. These estimates established the MHWL and

beach-profile shape at the Applegate property based on distance from the monuments.

4.2.1. Shoreline Change

Once an estimate of MHWL location was established for the purchase date, shoreline

positions between August 12, 1981, and December 8, 1997, were compared. The difference in

shoreline position for these dates is -237 ft at R-7 and -177 ft at R-8 (“minus” denoting

recession). The difference in shoreline recession at R-7 and R-8 is consistent with the expected

decrease in recession with distance fi-om the jetty. Therefore, the proportionate change in

shoreline position at the Applegate property has been approximately –216 +7 ft (recession) since

August 12, 1981, a recession rate of about 13 ftiyear.

4.2.2. Volume Change

Applying the same interpolation procedures described above, change in beach sand volume

Iandward of the MHWL was calculated. Change in sand volume between August 12, 1981, and

December 8, 1997, at R-7 and R-8 are -89 and -65 cy/ft, respectively (See Figure 4-5 and

Figure 4-6). Consequently, the volume lost landward of the August 12, 1981, MHWL to

present, associated with the 216 ft of shoreline recession, is estimated as 80 cy/fi x 106 ft x

8,500 Cy.33

Calculation of erosion at R-7 as caused by three of several storms that struck the Brevard

coast after time of purchase indicated that at least 3,600 cy of material were lost by storm

impacts. Therefore, at least 3,600/8,500x 100 = 42 =t21?40of sand-volume loss since time of

purchase is accounted for by storm-induced erosion that cannot be attributed to the Harbor.

33

The value of 8,500 cy is an overestimate of loss because the natural beach and dune adjacent to the Applegate property
(used to estimate loss at Applegate) eroded more than the armored Applegate property.
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4.3. Nero and Company Property (Pelican Landing Resort)

The second test plaintiff is Nero and Company, former owners of the Pelican Landing

Resort (Figure 4-7). The Nero Company purchased the property from Pelican Landing Resort,

Inc., on September 8, 1986, and 10 years later, on September 11, 1996, they sold the property to

Ms. Sandra Daniels for $387,500 (a $125,500 profit). No survey is available for the purchase

conditions of the property, but a survey commissioned by plaintiffs’ counsel dated March 1996

does exist and represents conditions near the selling date. The March 1996 survey contains the

location of the structures on the property and the property boundaries, including the MHWL.

The northern border of the property is located 395 ft south of Monument R-43, and the

property is 100 ft wide. The adjacent beach properties in this area are mostly armored.

Presently, the Nero property is protected by sandbags (geotextile armoring units) placed around

its seaward perimeter, and remnants of a rock revetment (or rubble) and a wooden bulkhead can

be observed (see Figures 4-7 and 4-8). The bulkhead protected the property prior to the time of

purchase, but it was destroyed in the Thanksgiving Day northeaster of 1984.

The 1984 Thanksgiving Day northeaster struck the coast of Brevard County 2 years before

Nero purchased the property. This storm removed the beach, destroyed the wooden bulkhead

built to protect the property against storm waves, and eroded the dunes at the site. A local

newspaper (lVorida Today 11/24/84) reported that the foundation of “Pelican Landing Resort in

Cocoa Beach hangs over dunes edge... ” after the Thanksgiving Day storm. The remains of the

wooden bulkhead can be seen in Figures 4-7 and 4-8. This bulkhead indicates response to and

anticipation of dune erosion caused by storms, because long-term change of the MHW shoreline

has been negligible for at least 30 years. During low tide, a substantial beach is observed in

front of the Nero property, as seen in Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-7. View of rock revetment and remnant wooden bulkhead seaward of the Pelican Landing
Resort, February 20, 1997 (source: N. C. Kraus).

Figure 4-8. Oblique view of remnant wooden bulkhead, rock revetment, and sandbags along the
seaward side of the Nero Property (Pelican Landing), Februa~ 20, 1997 (source: N. C. Kraus).
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Figure 4-9. View north of Nero property with a wide beach, February 20, 1997 (source: N.C. Kraus)

4.3.1. Shoreline Change

Calculation procedures adopted to establish the magnitude of change in shoreline position

and sand volume for the Applegate property-were applied in quanti&ing change at the Nero

property. The two beach-profile stuweys bracketing the purchase date at Monuments R-43 and

R-44 are August 28, 1985, and December 1, 1993. After establishing the MHWL (2.06 fi

NGVD) associated with R-43 and R-44 (based on tidal datums for that locale), change in

shoreline position was calculated at each line. At both R-43 and R-44, the MHWL on

September 11, 1996, receded approximately 9 R since the time of purchase (September 8, 1986).

Therefore, the MHWL at the Nero property (which lies between the two monuments) also

receded 9 II during the time of ownership. Given previously discussed uncertainties in estimating

shoreline position through interpolation between dil%erent seasons, a 9-II change in shoreline

position over a ten-year period cannot be considered a trend (does not sign&a change).

4.3.2. Volume Change

Configurations of beach profiles at R-43 and R-44 were established for the period of

ownership by interpolation between profles bracketing September 8, 1986, and September 11,

1996. Changes in sand volume are 1.4 and 0.0 cy/fi net erosion at R-43 and R-44, respectively

(See Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-1 1). These values produce an average loss in sand-volume per
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linear foot of beach at the Nero property of 0.8 cy/ft, which is a total loss of 80 cy for the 100 ft

of beachfront for the time of ownership.

In agreement with the loss in sand volume determined from measurements at the Nero

property during the time of ownership, numerical calculations of potentia134 storm-induced

beach and dune change indicate that the volume loss on the upper beach and dune south of the

property (Monument R-44) was caused by storms. The existing armoring at the property should

prevent dune erosion by wave action during ordinary high tides, so that only elevated water

levels that accompany major storms will erode the dune face. Therefore, storms are deduced to

be the dominant factor producing dune recession at the Nero property and not blockage of

longshore sand transport by Canaveral Harbor.

34

The word “potential” indicates that armoring was not taken into account in the calculations of storm-induced beach
erosion.
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Figure 4-10. Beach-profile surveys at Monument R-43 and calculated volume loss from the time of

purchase (August 12, 1981 ).
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5. Summarv and Conclusions

The first section of this chapter gives a summary of the overall relevant coastal processes, and

the second section summarizes beach and dune change at the properties of the two test plaintiffs,

Applegate and Nero. The estimates of the changes were derived from FDEP and US ACE beach-

profile measurements and from numerical calculations of storm-induced beach and dune erosion

as documented and discussed in previous chapters.

5.1. Coastal-Processes Assessment

The primary objective of this assessment was to document the impact of the construction,

operation, and maintenance of Canaveral Harbor on the properties of the plaintiffs and to

quantify shoreline recession and losses of sand volume associated with beach change (with focus

on the properties of the two test plaintiffs). The causes of shoreline erosion and recession were,

therefore, identified and quantified. Two hypotheses guided the study approach: (1) the position

of the shoreline is primarily controlled by changes in longshore sand transport and, therefore, is

influenced by the presence of the Canaveral Harbor entrance and (2) erosion and recession of the

beach and dune are primarily associated with storms and cross-shore sand transport. The action

and damage produced by storms have a weak, if any, dependence on the presence of the Harbor

entrance.

After reviewing pertinent documents and compiling and analyzing existing and new data sets,

a determination of Harbor-induced impacts on the beach was derived. Long-term regional

changes in the beach were evaluated by analysis of shoreline-position and beach-profile survey

data. An assessment of storm-induced erosion of-beaches and dunes representative of the

conditions at the properties of the two test plaintiffs was also made. The (significant) erosion of

the beaches and dunes was estimated by reference to storm information and data. These data

were input to a numerical model that calculates storm-induced beach and dune erosion. The

extent of Harbor-induced impacts on downdrift beaches was determined with historical

shoreline-position data for the period April 1948 to February 1970 for quantifying the response

of the natural beach (prior to the major fill of 1974/75). Analysis of NOS data sets by the FDEP

and in this study produced the same general trends.

A well-defined zone of shoreline recession, limited to 7,000 ft south of Canaveral Harbor, is

associated with the Harbor entrance (1948- 1970). A 27,000 -ft-long coastal segment south of this

point experienced net shoreline advance for the same period, although the magnitude of shoreline

advance is calculated in this study to be slightly greater that of the FDEP assessment. Between

February 1970 and May 1996, an interval mainly covering a time period after the major 1974/75

USACE beach fill, net shoreline advance was found, illustrating the effectiveness and persistence

of the till over the past two decades.
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Theposition of the HWLwasdetemined forthe period September 1972 to February 1998

from FDEP and USACE beach-profile surveys. This information supplemented long-term

historical shoreline-position data and revealed beach response to the beach fill of 1974/75 and

subsequent shoreline change. Beach and dune erosion and recession were calculated for three

storms that struck the coast of Brevard County between 1979 and 1994, a time span that covers

the time of ownership of the properties of the two test plaintiffs to the near present.

Four conclusions emerged from the analyses:

1. The sand placed on Brevard County’s beaches by the USACE in 1974/75 extended the

shoreline seaward of the 1948 (pre-Harbor) shoreline position and seaward of the September

1972 (pre-fill) shoreline position. The 1974/75 beach fill more than compensated for beach

erosion that had occurred since the Harbor was constructed. The erosion-impact zone

induced by the Harbor that was present on the (natural) beach prior to beach-fill placement

was determined to have extended approximately 7,000 ft south of the south jetty. The fill

was placed on the beach from the Harbor’s south jetty and extended south approximately

10,500 ft. The fill compensated for preexisting erosion over the distance of 7,000 ft, as well

as nourished previously accreting areas that are located beyond 7,000 ft south of Canaveral

Harbor.

2. The beach in the 7,000-ft erosion-impact zone covered by the fill has experienced erosion

since 1974/75. However, the volume of sand placed on the beaches south of the Harbor in

1974/75, and subsequent smaller fills and nearshore placements in the 1990s, had been

effective at maintaining the shoreline seaward of its September 1972 position (pre-fill).

Therefore, nearly all impacts (beach erosion and ‘shoreline recession) caused by the Harbor

relative to pre-fill conditions, have been mitigated by placement of sand just south of the

entrance channel.

3. Erosion that developed since the USACE 1974/75 beach fill extends approximately 17,000 ft

south of Canaveral Harbor, an increase of about 10,000 ft relative to the southern terminus of

the erosion-impact zone that had occurred along the pre-fill (natural) beach. The increased

distance of erosion is attributed to adjustments in the beach fill resulting from geometric

differences (equilibration of beach slope and spreading loss associated with beach fills) and,

possibly, grain-size differences between the natural beach and the engineered beach.

4. Sand-bypassing rates were determined through analysis of long-term sediment transport

processes by comparing pre- and post-Harbor bathymetric surveys. Sand bypassing can

mitigate or eliminate downdrift beach erosion caused by Canaveral Harbor. Net longshore-

transport rates were calculated for the vicinity of the Harbor. The volume of sand deposited

along the beach north of the Harbor prior to its construction was subtracted from the volume
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of sand that accumulated in the entrance channel and deposited north of the Harbor after its

construction, yielding an estimated sand-bypassing rate.

Based on analysis of bathymetric data spanning 65 years, the net sand transport rate near the

north jetty was calculated as 308,000 cy/year. The associated sand-bypassing rate was

calculated as 155,000 cy/year (taking into account the natural beach deposition rate prior to

Harbor construction). Between 1972 and 1997, the USACE placed about 4.0 Mcy of sand on

the beaches within 17,000 ft south of Canaveral Harbor, and the shoreline to at least 42,000 ft

south of the Harbor experienced net advance. Therefore, the calculated volume of sand

bypassing (155,000 cy/year x 25 years= 3.9 Mcy) nearly balances the sediment added to the

beach by the USACE between 1972 and 1997.

5.2. Assessment for the Properties of the Test Plaintiffs

The conclusions listed below are based upon analysis of FDEP and USACE beach profile data

available at locations adjacent to the properties of the two test plaintiffs, supplemented by

numerical modeling of storm-induced beach erosion. Main conclusions are as follows:

1. Applegate Property. From August 12, 1981 (time of purchase), to December 8, 1997

(representing the present), the beach eroded and the shoreline receded. At least 95’% of sand

eroded from the beach fronting the Applegate property was removed from material placed

during the 1974/75 USACE beach fill. The natural beach adjacent to the property prior to fill

placement just recently began to erode (as shown on the December 8, 1997, beach profile at

R-7). From August 12, 1981, to December 8, 1997, the MHW shoreline receded 216+7 ft,

and the beach eroded 8,500 cy, as determined from beach-profile surveys. These values can

be compared with calculation results from stem--induced beach erosion modeling of the

cumulative impacts of three of several storms that occurred within this time period. The

modeling calculations gave approximately 70 ft of recession and a volume loss attributable to

storms of (at least) 3,600 cy. Numerical calculations of storm-induced beach change indicate

that at least 42 +21940of the net erosionthat has occurred since the time of purchase can be

associated with the impact of severe storms.

2. Nero Property. From September 8, 1986 (time of purchase), to September 11, 1996

(representing the time of sale), the MHW shoreline receded 9+7 ft, and 80 cy of material

were eroded from the beach fronting the Nero property. These small changes are within

variability associated with seasonal beach change and do not define a trend. Numerical

calculations of storm-induced beach erosion at the Nero property indicate that all net change

in sand volume on the upper beach and dune face was caused by storms. Storms are deduced

to be the dominant force producing beach and dune change at the Nero property and not

blockage of longshore sand transport by Canaveral Harbor.
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